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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Statement of the Problem. The premis is that the electromag-
netic radiation from a thunderstorm contains a pattern which can be re-
lated to meteorological phenomena of the storm. This is the basic pat-
tern recognition problem. However, before a pattern recognition scheme 
can be effected, the initial problem is to detennine what measurements 
will constitute the patterns to be classified. The specific problem 
considered here is what measurements are to be selected from the elec-
tromagnetic fields generated by thunderstorms for use in future pattern 
recognition studies designed to identify storm phenomena. 
Ignoring very slow changes in the field, lightning discharges may 
be consider~d as the major contributor to the electromagnetic field. 
Also, it has been suggested that the type of discharge changes with the 
state of development of the stonn (11). Thus if the electromagnetic 
field produced by the model of various types of discharges is observed, 
parameters in the field wavefonns which are related to say storm sever-
ity may be selected by varying parameters within the discharge model 
and observing changes in the field. 
1.2 Existing Solutions. Models for portions of the discharge 
process involved in lightning discharges exist in the literature. A 
recent text by Uman (19) contains numerous references and serves as an 
excellent review. Hill (9) has presented a.model for computing the 
received spectrum resulting from the return stroke portion of a cloud-
to-ground discharge. Dennis and Pierce (7) have considered the effect 
of varying various parameters in the return stroke. Arnold and Pierce 
(1) have obtained the spectrum of the received field produced by the 
leader process and by the junction process. Hill (8) has combined the 
leader process and the return stroke.and computed the resulting spec-
trum. 
Each of the above models is valid only for far field conditions. 
2 
Also the geometry of each model consists of a strictly vertical channel 
connected with the ground plane. In addition to these limitations the 
observation point must be located on.the ground plane. 
In the present project it was desired to consider the radiation at 
distances as close as 10 Km from the discharges. Also the radiation at 
altitudes above the ground plane was desired to determine what signal 
would be received on a horizontal antenna and its relation .to the verti-
cal component of signal. The frequency range of interest was 3 to 300 
KHz. 
Thus the existing models are inadequate for this project. First, 
far field conditions are not guaranteed at these distances. Second, 
the field removed from the ground plane was desired in order that a 
horizontal component of the field would exist. Also it was thought that 
variation of the channel geometry would be effective in producing sig-
nificant changes in the received field. 
1.3 Present Contribution. A computer model has been developed to 
compute the Fourier transform of the electromagnetic field received from 
a general lightning discharge. The discharge is represented by a con-
figuration of oscillating electric dipoles placed end to end, and the 
resulting field is assumed to be that due to the superposition of all 
dipoles in the configuration and their images. 
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The field resulting from one electric dipole and the procedure for 
computing the Fourier transfonn of the field resulting from a configura-
tion of dipoles are discussed in Chapter II. For the present project 
the time wavefonns representing the narrow-band, half-wave linear de-
tected received electromagnetic fields were available for the center 
frequencies 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 KHz. The method of approxi-
mating these time waveforms is also discussed in this chapter. 
The general geometry of the discharges to be modeled, the current 
wavefonns.allowed, and the movement of these wavefonns through the geom-
etry are discussed in Chapter III. Also the procedures employed by the 
programs to compute the Fourier transform and the detected waveforms of 
the resulting fields are discussed. 
In Chapter IV computations obtained from the model developed in 
this work are compared with those obtained from other models in the 
literature. The comparison includes only the return stroke and the 
leader process. Incorporation of the streamer process into the model 
and the results of the narrow-band, half-wave linear detected field 
calculations are also discussed. 
Situations not possible with other models are considered in Chapter 
V in an attempt to detennine how these variations change the received 
field. Included in.this chapter are the results obtained for the ob-
servation point located near the discharge and removed from the ground 
plane and the results for inclined channels. 
CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 
2.1 Introduction. The initial assumption in this work is that 
the electromagnetic field generated by a lightning discharge may be ap-
proximated by the superposition of the fields produced by the appropri-
ate configuration of oscillating electric dipoles. Granting this as-
sumption this chapter develops the mathematics required to calculate 
the Fourier transform of the field and the narrow-band, half-wave, 
linear detected field. 
2.2 Field Calculations. The electric dipole may be represented 
by a positive time varying charge, Q(t), separated from an equal but 
opposite polarity charge -Q(t), by a distance 6L along the unit vector 
(t, m, n) (see Figure 1). Mathematically, the dipole may be expressed 
by the polarization vector 
~ ~ 
P(t) = Q(t) 6L a (2.2.1) 
-:lo. 
where a is the unit vector (t, m, n). 
A 
s 
+Q(t) 
Figure 1. Dipole Representation 
The field distribution will be calculated by detennining the Hertz 
vector at the observation point (x, y, z). The Hertz vector resulting 
from the above polarization vector located at the point (x', y', z') is 
given by 
~ 1 J~ r 1 II(x, y, z, t) = 47T€ P(x', y', z', t - v) r d(x', y', z') (2.2.2) 
where r is the distance [(x - x 1 ) 2 + (y.- y 1 ) 2 + (z - z 1 ) 2] 1/ 2 and v is 
the propagation velocity of the wave. In these calculations, 61 will 
be chosen such that the Hertz vector may be approximated as 
'ffc t) ::: - 1- ~P(t X, y, z, 47TEr (2. 2. 3) 
or 
'ffcx, y, z, t) = 4!c:r Q(t - ~) 61 "i (2.2.4) 
The field conditions are given in tenns of the Hertz vector by the 
equations 
(2.2.S) 
and 
6 
(2.2.6) 
Assuming the dipole is time harmonic, the above two equations become 
and 
~ 
~ ~ 2~ E = V(V · IT) + µEw IT 
~ ~ 
B = jwµE vxIT 
(2. 2. 7) 
(2.2.8) 
~ 
In determining the field conditions from the equations for E and 
B the calculations are not limited to the far field. Kraus (13) states 
that the boundary between the near and far fields for a dipole antenna 
2 
may be taken to be at a radius R = 2L /A, where L is the length of the 
antenna and A is the wavelength of the radiation frequency. If the 
model were required to represent a cloud to ground discharge one mile 
in height, a sample R may be calculated using the frequencies of 10 KH 
and 250 KH, which are the extremes of the narrow band recordings. These 
frequencies yield R = 0.43 miles for 10 KH and R = 10.7 miles for 250 
KH. Thus, at the higher frequencies far field conditions are not guar-
anteed at distances less than 10 miles, and the calculations must in-
elude all components of the field. 
To account for the boundary conditions at the earth's surface, 
image theory is assumed to hold. Under this assumption, the effect of 
the earth's surface may be represented by the original dipole's image. 
This consists of a dipole identical to the original dipole located a 
distance of 2h directly below the original dipole with orientation 
(-£, -m, n). Here it is assumed that the original dipole w~s located at 
a height h above the earth's surface. Reflections between the earth's 
surface and the ionosphere will be neglected. Thus, the problem of 
7 
calculating the radiation from an electric dipole.located a height h 
above the earth's surface will be approximated by calculating the radi-
ation from the original dipole and its image in free space (see Figure 
2). 
(x, y, z) 
Figure 2. Dipole, Illlage, and Observation ,Point 
For the present calcul~tion, the dipole will be located at the 
point (O, 0, h) and its image at.(0, 0, -h); the observer.is at (x, y, 
z). The Hertz vector at the observation point is given by 
...\ ...\ 
where a , a , 
x y 
respectively; 
(2.2.9) 
...\ 
and a are unit vectors in the x, y, and z directions, 
z 
(t, m, n) and (-t, -m, n) are the direction cosines for 
the dipole and image, respectively; 
and 
1 
2 2 2 2 
r 1 = [x + y + (z - h) ] 
1 
r2 = [x2 + y2 + (z + h)2]2 
r 
= Q0 exp {jw(t - v 1~} 
Q1 and Q2 indicate the time harmonic assumption Q(t) = Q0 exp (jwt). 
8 
The above Hertz vector has been converted to spherical coordinates 
~ ~ 
and the field calculated from the equations for E and B. These results 
are given in Appendix A in terms of their spherical components Er' E8, 
..lo. ..lo. ~ ..lo. ...l ..lo. ..lo. 
E~, Br, B9 , and B~ where E = Erar + E8a8 + E~a~ and B = Brar+ B8a8 + 
...l 
B~a~. 
Appendix A also presents transformation equations so that the 
fields produced by various dipoles may be expressed with respect to a 
common coordinate system. 
~ 
In this work only E, the electric intensity vector, will be uti-
...l lized. The components of E may be partitioned according to the follow-
ing form: 
Er = (ERlX + ER2X) + j (ERlY + ER2Y) (2.2.10) 
E8 = (E61X + E82X) + j (E81Y + E62Y) (2.2.11) 
E~ = (E~lX + E~2X) + j (E~lY + E~2Y) (2.2.12) 
where the indices 1 and 2 indicate the contribution due to the dipole 
and the image, respectively; X and Y denote the real and imaginary 
9 
parts. With the following substitutions, 
DRLM = i cos~ + rn sin~ 
RMH = r - h cose 
RPH = r + h cose 
RNMH = r n cose - h n + DRLM r sine 
RNPH = r n cose + h n - DRLM r sine 
the partitioned components of the electric intensity may be written as: 
LiLQ1 µe:w2 ERlX = ----- [sine DRLM + n cose] 4Tie: r 1 
ERlY 
+ .!__ [- sine DRLM - n cose - (w) 2 RMH RNMH] 3 v 
rl 
+ ~ [3 RMH RNMH]} 
rl 
LiLQl 1 w 
= 47Te: { 2 (v) [ - sine DRLM - n cose] 
rl 
+ ~ (~) [3 RMH RNMH]} 
rl 
LiLQ1 2 
EelX = -- {µe:w [cose DRLM - n sine] 4'1Te: r 1 
+ ~ [- cose DRLM + n sine - (~) 2 h sine RNMH] 
rl 
1 
+ S [3 h sin RNMH]} 
rl 
(2.2.13) 
(2.2.14) 
(2.2.15) 
l:!LQl 1 w 
EelY = ~ {2 (v) [- cose DRLM + n sine] 
rl 
+ ~ (*) [3 h sine RNMH]} 
rl 
l:!LQ 2 1 µe:w 1 E~lX = 4Tie: {[- ---r--1 + 3 1 [i sin~ - m cos~]} 
rl 
l:!LQ 2 
ER2X = --2 { ~ [ - sine DRLM + n cose] 4Tie: r 2 
1 w 2 
+ 3 [sine DRLM - n cose - (:y) RPH RNPH] 
r2 
+ ~ [3 RPH RNPH]} 
r2 
l:!LQ2 1 w 
ER2Y = 4Tie: {2 C:y) [sine DRLM - n cose] 
r2 
+ ~ (~) [3 RPH RNPH]} 
r2 
l:!LQ 2 
Ee2X = --2 {~ [- cose DRLM - n sine] 4Tie: r 2 
+ ~ [cose DRLM + n sine + (*) 2 h sine RNPH] 
r2 
1 
+ -S [- 3 h sine RNPH]} 
r2 
l:!LQ2 1 w 
Ee2Y = 4Tie: {2 (:y) [cose DRLM + n sine] 
r2 
+ ~ (~) [-3 h sine RNPH]} 
r2 
10 
(2.2.16) 
(2.2.17) 
(2.2.18) 
(2.2.19) 
(2.2.20) 
(2.2.21) 
(2.2.22) 
11 
E~2X sin - m cos~]} (2.2.23) 
(2.2.24) 
Throughout this section notation such as Q1 or ERlX has been used 
for compactness without.any explicit mention of the variables involved. 
Before proceeding to the next section the variables of the functions of 
Equations 2.2.13 through 2.2.24 should be considered, 
ERlX will be used as an example for this set of equations. First 
note, from Equation 2.2.13, ER1X/Q1 is a function of frequency (w), the 
dipole orientation parameters (~. m, n), the dipole length (~L), and 
the variables relating the dipole position to that of the observation 
point. Thus for a specified dipole length, orientation, and position 
ER1X/Q1 may be considered as a function of frequency Hrlx(w). That is, 
ERlX = Q1 Hrlx(w). 
Also recall that Q1 = Q(t - r 1/v). For the time harmonic assump-
tion, which was introduced to obtain ERlX, Q(t) = q0 exp (jwt) or 
Q1 = Q0 exp {jw(t - r 1/v)}. Thus 
ERlX 
For fixed frequency w = w0 , ERlX is a function of time and may be 
written as 
ERlX(t) 
or 
. rl 
= Q(t) {exp (- JWo ~)}H 1 Cw0) v r. x 
ERlX(t) 
(2.2.25) 
(2.2.26) 
12 
In the following section it will be illustrated that H 1 (w) may r x 
be considered a system function for an input of Q(t - r 1/v). Similarly, 
exp (- jw r 1/v) Hrlx(w) may be considered as a system function for an 
input of Q(t); however, H 1 (w) was chosen for notational convenience. r x 
...), 
2.3 Fourier Transform of E. Consider a system characterized by 
the system function H(w). An input f(t) produces an output response 
g(t) given by (14). 
g (t) 
where 
00 
= ~7T I 
-CO 
. t G(w) eJW dw 
G(w) = H(w) F(w) 
(2.3.1) 
(2.3.2) 
F(w) and G(w) are the Fourier transforms of f(t) and g(t), respectively. 
If the input f(t) is time harmonic with angular frequency w0 , that is 
f(t) = Qo e 
jw0t 
the F(w) becomes 
and 
00 
g(t) . t = I H(w) Qo e JW o(w - wo) dw 
-00 (2.3.3) 
...l. 
This is exactly the procedure used to obtain the components of E. That 
is the Hertz vector, and thus the magnitude of the dipole moment, was 
assumed time harmonic and the output time response was derived. Thus 
13 
according to Equation 2.3.3 if the Q. terms are deleted each of the ex-
1 
pressions ERlX through E~2Y may be considered as system functions of 
the form H(w) relating the retarded dipole charge to the corresponding 
component of the electric intensity. These system functions will .be 
denoted by Hrlx(w), ... ,H~ 2y(w). 
The Fourier transform of the components of the electric intensity 
due to an electric dipole with specified length, orientation, and posi-
tion with respect to the observation point may be calculated from equa-
tions of the form 2.3.2. Let Gr1(w), G81 (w), and G~ 1 (w) be the spheri-
cal components resulting from the original dipole. 
(2.3.4) 
(2.3.5) 
(2.3.6) 
where F1 (w) is the Fourier transform of the retarded charge 
The contributions due to the image are obtained similarly by replacing 
1 with 2 in the above expressions. F2(w) is the transform of 
Q2 = Q(t - r 2/v). 
Let the subscripts ki denote the ith dipole fork = 1 and its 
image fork = 2. Assuming superposition is valid, the field components 
produced by a configuration of n dipoles and the associated images are 
n 
l 
i=l 
2 
l 
k=l 
G k.(w) = r 1 
n 2 
l 
i=l 
l 
k=l 
H k.(w) Fk.(w) r 1 1 (2.3.7) 
14 
n 2 n 2 
G8(w) = l l Geki(w) = l l HSki(w) Fki(w) 
i=l k=l i=l k=l 
(2.3.8) 
n 2 n 2 
Gel> (w) = l l Gcj>ki (w) = l l Hcj>ki (w) Fki (w) 
i=l k=l i=l k=l 
(2.3.9) 
where 
H k. (w) = H k. (w) + jH k. (w) r 1 r 1x r 1y 
Equations 2.3.7 through 2.3.9 may be expressed in the vector form 
~ G(w) 
n 
= l (2.3.10) 
i=l 
for 
Equation 2.3.10 summarizes the procedure, in this work, to calcu-
late the Fourier transform of the electric intensity produced by a con-
figuration of n dipoles and the associated images. This procedure is 
illustrated in Figure 3. 
One additional note should be made. If the transform of f(t) is 
F(w), the transform of f(t - •) is F(w) exp (-jw•). Thus 
rl. 
F1 .(w) = F.(w) exp (-jw ___..!..) 1 1 v 
and 
where F.(w) is the transform of Q.(t), the charge for the ith dipole 
1 1 
15 
and image. This indicates the equivalence of Equations 2.2.25 and 
2.2.26. 
F 1i (w) 
~ 
------Hli (w) 
~ 
1----1• G ( w) 
~ 
F ln (w) ------- Hln (w) 
~ ~ 
Figure 3. The Relation of F(w), H(w), and G(w) 
2.4 The Detected Field. The procedure for determination of the 
narrow-band, half-wave linear detected field is developed in this sec-
tion. The development is presented in scalar form. 
Consider the system of Figure 4. G(w) denotes a scalar component 
~ 
of G(w) discussed in the previous section; Ha(w) is the system function 
of a band-pass filter with bandwidth a about a center frequency we; 
H0 (w) represents a half-wave linear detector; HL(w) represents a low-
pass filter. X(w), Y(w), and Z(w) are the corresponding outputs with 
inverse transforms x(t), y(t), and z(t), respectively. 
G(w) ----1~• HS (w) I X (w) ~ HD (w) I y (w) ~ HL (w)l 1----ilJ>a Z (w) 
Figure 4. Detection System 
HS(w) is assumed to be nonzero only in the frequency interval 
w - S/2 < lwl < w + S/2. Thus X(w) is easily obtained from 
c - c 
w - S/2 < jwj < w + S/2 
c - c 
16 
(2.4.1) 
= 0 otherwise 
Since the half-wave linear detector is a nonlinear device, it is 
necessary to transform X(w) into x(t) and proceed with the development 
in the time domain. Thus HD(w) is avoided. 
An inverse Fourier transform algorithm (4) may be used to compute 
x(t) from X(w). Bendat and Piersol (3) indicate the number of discrete 
samples of X(w) required to describe x(t) is 2BT, where Bis the highest 
frequency present in X(w) and the time function is assumed to exist 
from 0 to T seconds. The band-limited, time-limited assumption is not 
t~eoretically possible but may be closely approximated. 
The maximum B required for this work is 250.5 KH; a maximum T of 1 
second should be sufficient to represent most discharges. Thus 
2BT = .5001 x 106 samples are required. The Fourier.transform algo-
rithm, in addition to other storage requirements, requires a matrix to 
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store the 2BT samples of X(w). Since X(w) is complex, on the order of 
106 samples must be stored for the 2BT requirement alone. This number 
is prohibitive and must be reduced. 
The 2BT requirement was deduced from the requirement that X(w) be 
sampled at Nyquist co-interval points 2n/T apart on the frequency scale 
from -2nB to 2nB. Thus the number of samples required was given by 
4n8 
n = - = 2BT 2n 
T 
In an attempt to use the fact that X(w) represents a real bandpass 
time signal ta reduce the 2BT requirement, a very fortunate situation 
arises. In general x(t) is 
co 
x(t) = ~~ J X(w) exp (jwt) dw 
-CO 
Since x(t) is real and X(w) is nonzero only for w 
c 
8/2' (14)' 
8/2:._lwl 
x(t) 
w + ! 
1 c 2 
= Re {- •~ J X(w) exp (jwt) dw} 
TI 
Making the change of variables n = w - w + 8/2, 
c 
8 1 8 8 
x(t) = Re {exp[j (we - 2)t] ;r b X(n + we - 2 ~ exp (jnt) dn} . 
(2.4.2) 
< w + 
- c 
(2. 4. 3) 
(2.4.4) 
The integral in Equation 2.4.4 is the inverse transform of X(w) shifted 
from the interval [w - 8/2, w + 8/2] to the interval [O, 8]. That is 
c c 
X(n + w - 8/2) is required from 0 to 8 on the frequency scale. Sam-
e 
pling X(n + we - 8/2) at Nyquist co-interval points 2n/T apart requires 
8T/2n samples, where 8/2n ~ 1 KHz for applications of this work. Thus 
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the inverse transform indicated in Equation 2.4.4 can be effected by 
the Fourier transform algorithm. 
In general this inverse will be a complex function of ~ime 
(2.4.5) 
Equation 2.4.4 may now be written as 
(2.4.6) 
Consider the function v(t) cos(wt + $(t)) which may be exapnded into 
v(t) cos(wt + $(t)) = v(t) cos $Ct) cos wt - v(t) sin $(t) sin wt. 
Thus x(t) may be presented in the form 
where 
x(t) = v(t) cos[w t + $(t)] 
c 
1 
v(t) = {fi (t) + f2(t)}2 2 
Ht) St tan -1 
f2(t) 
= 
- 2 + fl(t) 
(2.4.7) 
Davenpo~t and Root (6) have derived the response of a half-wave 
linear detector followed by an ideal low-pass filter for a narrow-band 
input of the form x(t) = v(t) cos[wct + $(t)] to be 
Z(t) = a v(t) (2 4 8) 1T • • 
where a is the scale factor of y(t) =a x(t), x(t) > O. Thus 
1 
z(t) = ~· {fi(t) + f~(t)}2 (2.4.9) 
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Equation 2.4.9 is the major results of this section. That is, if 
the ideal approximation to HL(w) is acceptable, the narrow-band, half-
wave linear detected field may be obtained by multiplying G(w) by H6(w) 
over the frequency interval w - S/2 < w < w + S/2 to obtain X(w), 
c - - c 
taking the inverse transform of X(w + w - S/2) over the frequency in-
c 
terval 0 .::_ w .::_ S to obtain f 1(t) + jf2(t), and introducing these func-
tions into Equation 2.4.9 to obtain z(t). 
If the ideal approximation to HL(w) is not acceptable, z(t) of 
Equation 2.4.9 may be transformed, multiplied by the HL(w) desired, and 
the resulting product transformed to obtain a time function z(t) which 
does not involve the ideal low-pass filter assumption. 
CHAPTER III 
GENERAL DISCHARGE AND IMPLEMENTATION 
3.1 Introduction. In Chapter II the field equations were devel-
oped for one oscillating electric dipole and its image in free space. 
These equations were interpreted as system functions relating the dipole 
charge to the components of the electric field. The procedure for ob-
~ 
taining G(w), the Fourier transform of the received field due to a con-. 
figuration of n dipoles, from these system functions was outlined. With 
~ G(w) available it was shown mathematically how z(t), the narrow-band 
half-wave linear detected field, could be obtained. 
~ 
Fortran IV programs have been developed to compute G(w) and z(t). 
This chapter will discuss the general fonn of discharge modeled, what 
inputs are required for the programs to construct the discharge geome-
try, and how the current waveforms are to be specified. With this in-
~ 
formation the procedure used by the programs to calculate G(w) and z(t) 
will be discussed. 
3.2 General Form of Discharge. The general geometry of the dis-
charge model, illustrated in Figure 5, consists of L0 straight segments 
connecting the points (X0, Y0, z0) and (Xb, Yb, Zb) with Nb branching 
segments extending outward from (Xb, Yb, Zb). Each of these segments, 
L = l, ... ,L0 +Nb' consists of N(L) oscillating electric dipoles of 
length 6L(L) placed end to end through the length of the segment. The 
direction cosines for each dipole within a segment is (t(L), m(L), n(L)) 
corresponding to the orientation of that segment. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 5. General Discharge Geometry 
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If the point cx0, Y0 , z0) is specified to be a point on the earth's 
surface, z0 = 0, one may consider the segments from (X0 , Y0 , O) te 
(Xb' Yb' Zb) to approximate the main channel of a cloud-to-ground dis-
charge and the branching segments to represent streamers feeding the 
main channel. Also intracloud discharges may be modeled by allowing 
(X0 , Y0 , z0) to be above the earth's surface. However, this requires 
knowledge of the current waveforms existing in such discharges. Since 
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these waveforms are not available at present (19) for intracloud dis-
charges, the discussion will be limited to cloud-to-ground discharges 
where the processes involved are better understood. 
Three separate currents are allowed in the model. At time TOL a 
time-varying current IL(t) is allowed to progress down the main channel 
from (Xb' Yb' Zb) to (X0 , Y0 , z0) with a velocity VL(t). At a later 
time TOR a return current IR(t) is allowed to move up the channel from 
(X0 , Y0 , z0) to (Xb' Yb' Zb) with a velocity VR(t). Still later in 
time, TOS' a third current IS(t) moves from (Xb' Yb' Zb) towards the 
branch tips .with a velocity VS(t). These three currents are to approx-. 
imate the.stepped or dart leader, the return stroke, and the streamer 
process, respectively. Any one of these may be deleted from the model 
by specifying the corresponding current to be zero. The only require-
ment on the curr~nt waveforms is that analytical expressions for the 
Fourier transforms of the waveforms be available. 
3.3 Specification of Geometry and Velocities. In constructing a 
particular discharge the two programs require the specification of two 
points in space: (X0 , Y0 , z0), the tip of the main channel, and (Xa' 
Y , Z ), the position where the field is to be determined. Z equal to 
a a 
zero corresponds to the earth's surface. With the number of segments 
in the main channel, L0 , and the number of branches, Nb' decided the 
geometry of the discharge is then established by specifying the direc-
tion cosines, (i(L), m(L), n(L)), and the length, determined by the 
product N(L)~L(L), of each segment. N(L) is the number of dipoles in 
th the L segment, and ~L(L) is the length connnon to all dipoles within 
that segment. 
The velocities determining the propagation of the current waveforms 
through the geometry are assumed to have the exponential forms 
VL(t) = VLO exp[-GL(t 
VR(t) = VRO exp[-GR(t 
TOL) ]U(t TOL) 
TOR) ]U(t TOR) 
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where U is the unit step function. These velocities are specified 
through the parameters VLO' GL and T0L for the leader current, VRO' GR 
and TOR for the return current and v50 , G5 and T05 for the streamer 
current. 
A word of caution about choosing values for v0 and G in the above 
expressions is in order. The maximum distance attainable by a velocity 
of the above exponential form is v0/G. Thus vL0/GL and VR0/GR must be 
chosen larger.than the length of the main channel, and v50;G5 must be 
larger than the longest branching segment. 
The value of zero is allowable for G to obtain a constant velocity 
in any of the above expressions. Also if a current is to be excluded 
from the model, computation time will be saved by specifying the cor~ 
responding velocity to be zero. 
A time delay term is built into the leader velocity which allows 
the current to pause for DELAY seconds before each dipole that is a 
multiple of a specified integer, NDSP, before proceeding through the 
next dipole with the velocity existing before the delay. The length of 
the delay is selected from a normal distribution by specifying the de-
sired mean and standard deviation. Also an odd integer IX must be 
specified to initialize the random selection. 
The input data required by both programs are identical. The 
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variables discussed above are listed below with associated fonnat and 
the order in which they are required by the programs. 
(3El4.S, lX, I3, lX, Il) 
N(L), i(L), m(L), n(L), L(L) (I3,4El4.S), for L = l, ... ,Lo +Nb 
x J y J z 
a a a 
(3El4. 5) 
(4El4.5/2El4.5) 
(3El4.5, I9) 
3.4 Specification of Current Wavefonns. The procedure used to 
....). 
calculate G(w), the Fourier transfonn of the received field due to a 
configuration of n dipoles, is sununarized by Equation 2.3.10. 
...\. G(w) 
n 
= l 
i=l 
(2.3.10) 
The subscripts ki denote the ith dipole fork= 1 and its image for 
~ 
k = 2. Hki(w) represents the system functions derived in Chapter II. 
Fki(w) denotes the Fourier transfonn of the retarded dipole charge 
Qk.(t - rk./v). It was shown in Section 2.3 that 
1 ' 1 
and 
F 1i (w) 
rl. 
= F. ( w) exp ( ... j w - 1 ) 
1 v 
r2. 
F2.(w) = F.(w) exp (-jw ____!_) 1 1 v 
(3.4.1) 
(3.4.2) 
where F. (w) is the transform of Q. (t). This results from an equal 
1 1 
charge assumed on the dipole and its image. Thus to obtain the Fki(w) 
required by Equation 2.3.10 it is necessary to detennine F. (w), the 
1 
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transfonn of the charge waveform on each dipole in the configuration. 
Up to now only currents have been specified in the segments. How-
ever if a length is to be approximated by an electric dipole, the equa-
tion of continuity requires the following relation for the dipole charge 
and the current flowing through that length. 
or 
F.(w) is given by (14) 
1 
= I. (t) 
1 
t 
Q. (t) = f I.(t') dt' 
1 1 
-00 
where o(w) is the delta function, and I.(w) is the transfonn 
1 
00 
I. (t) exp (-jwt) dt 
1 
In this work the d.c. tenns, w = 0, will not be considered. With 
this understanding F.(w) may be expressed by 
1 
00 
F. (w) = ~ J I. (t) exp (-jwt) dt . 
1 J w -00 1 
(3. 4. 3) 
Before expressions for F. (w) can be obtained from the integral 
1 
3.4.3 it is necessary to discuss the times involved. The convention 
adopted in this work is that a dipole in the configuration is considered 
"on" and conducting with the current flowing through that segment only 
when the corresponding velocity has progressed through the length ap-
proximated by that dipole. These times are calculated within the pro-
grams from the velocity expressions and stored in columns six and seven 
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of a matrix DCi, j). 
Let dipoles in the main channel have i subscripts from 1 to N and 
n 
those in the branches have i subscripts from N + 1 to Nd, where N de-n n 
notes the number of dipoles in the main channel and Nd is the total 
number of dipoles in the configuration. With this notation DCi, 6) for 
i = l, ... ,N is the time the ith dipole is considered conducting with 
n 
the 1 d t I Ct) DC . 7) f · 1 N · the tl'me the 1.th ea er curren . i ; 1, or 1 = , ... , n 1s 
dipole is considered conducting with the return current IRCt); and 
DCi, 6) for i = Nn + l, ... ,Nd is the similar time for the streamer cur-
rent 18 (t). 
The "off" times or the times at which the currents are.assumed to 
cease flowing in the length approximated by the ith dipole are denoted 
as T1 ., T2 . and T3 . for the leader, return and streamer currents, ,1 ,1 ,1 
respectively. A large degree of flexibility is allowed in selecting 
these "off'' times. For example a reasonable choice for T1 . would be 
,1 
T1 . = D(i, 7). 
,1 
That is, the leader current is assumed to stop flowing 
and be·replaced by the return current when the return velocity reaches 
that length represented by the dipole. A value of D(Nn, 6) plus some 
time delay could be chosen for T2 .. 
,1 
Thus the return current is assumed 
to cease flowing some time delay after the return velocity reaches the 
top of the main channel. The only point to be made here is that the 
"off" times are denoted by the parameters T1 . , T2 . and T3 . and are ,1 ,1 ,1 
to be selected in conjunction with the current waveforms. 
Thus with the six parameters for the conducting times the current 
waveforms for each dipole in the configuration can be expressed in one 
of two forms. For dipoles in the main channel the current corresponding 
to the ith dipole is 
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D(i, 6)] U[t Tl .]} 
,1 
(3.4.4) 
1 < i < N 
- n 
The current corresponding to dipoles in the branching segments is 
Substituting the above current equations into Equation 3.4.3 yields· 
F. (w) 
1 
Tl . 
. · 1 ,1 
= -. {f 
JW D(i, 
T2 . 
IL(t) exp (-jwt) dt 
6) 
,1 
+ f IR·(t) exp (-jwt) dt},. 1 < .i < N 
- n D (i, 7) 
for dipoles in the main channel and 
T3 . 1 ,1 
F1.(w) = -. f I5 (t) exp (-jwt) dt, Nn + 1 ~ i ~Nd· 
JW D(i, 6) 
for dipoles in the branching segments. 
(3.4.6) 
(3.4. 7) 
In summary to obtain the expressions for Fki(w) required by Equa-
tion 2.3.10 it is necessary to decide on the current waveforms to be 
used and the associated "off" times for these currents. These "off" 
times may be constants, functions of D(i, 6) or D(i, 7}, or even infin-
ity if the time delays of the current waveforms are chosen properly. 
With the above specified only two analytical expressions for.F.(w) are 
1 
required for all elements in the configuration. These are obtained 
from Equation 3.4.6 for elements in the main channel and Equation 3.4.7 
for elements in the branching segments. For elements in the main chan-
nel the programs require an analytical expression derived from the 
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integral 3.4.6 of the form 
F. (w) = F. [w, D(i, 6), D(i, 7), Tl . ,T2 .], 1 < i < N 1 1 ,1 ,1 - n 
that is a function of angular frequency and the four time parameters. 
To represent elements in the branches an analytical expression of the 
form 
derived from the integral 3.4.7 is required. With these two analytical 
expressions the programs substitute the proper parameters for the dipole 
under consideration to obtain F.(w), utilize Equations 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 
1 
to obtain Fki(w), and introduce the Fki(w) into the summation 2.3.10. 
~ 
3.5 G(w) Program. This section is not intended as a detailed dis-
cussion of a computer program. It is included to given an understanding 
of the actual procedure employed in calculating the Fourier transform 
of the radiated field. With this discussion and the corresponding For-
tran program listed in Appendix B one should be able to assess the pro-
cedure used in the computations. 
The indicies on the dipoles are as follows. The index i = 1 cor-
responds to the dipole touching the point (X0, Y0 , z0). The index in-
creases to i = N for the dipole in the main channel touching the 
n 
branching point. The dipole with index i = N + 1 touches the branching 
n 
point and is in the first branch specified by the input data. The last 
dipole, i = Nd' is the dipole in the last specified branch furthest 
removed from the branching point. 
With the input data discussed in Section 3.3 the program first 
calculates the center of each dipole in the configuration. The 
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rectangular coordinates of these centers are stored in D(i, 1), D(i, 2) 
and D(i, 3), i = l, ... ,Nd. These values are used to calculate r 1i and 
r 2i, the distance from the observation point to the dipole center and 
image center, respectively. These values are stored in D(i, 4) and 
D (i, 5) , i = 1, ... ,Nd. 
Next the program calculates the "on" times for the streamer, lead-
er, and return currents. Before discussing the particulars associated 
with each current, the general procedure will be discussed. The general 
velocity expression for the three currents is 
T h II II • f h th d • 1 b d b h • h Let , t e on time or t e n ipo e, e expresse y t e time t e 
n 
velocity moves through the segments represented by the first n - 1 di-
poles plus the time required to travel the length, dn' corresponding to 
the nth dipole. That is 
where 
T = T l + t.T 
n n- n 
n-1 
Tn-1 = To + .ll t.TJ. 
J= 
The expressions for t.T are determined from the above relations and the 
n 
integral expression 
T 
n 
d = f V(t) dt 
n 
Tn-1 
For zero values of G this results in 
t.T 
n 
= 
d 
n 
VO 
For G not equal to zero the expression is 
where 
LlT 
n 
1 · voo 
= G ln{v - Gd } 
00 n 
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With the above expression for LlT the program calculates the stream-
n 
er current "on" times for dipoles in the branches starting each branch 
at the common time T05 . These values are stored in D(i, 6), i = N + 1, n 
... ,Nd. Specifying Nb, the number of branches, equal to zero will omit 
these calculations. 
If VLO is specified nonzero, the times at which dipoles in the 
main channel are considered conducting with the leader current are com-
puted. Calculations start at time T01 with the Nnth dipole and progress 
down the main channel. These computed values are stored in the first 
N rows of D(i, 6). 
n 
For a nonzero value of VRO the "on'.' times for the return current 
are computed beginning with the first dipole at time TOR and progr~ss 
up the main channel. These values are retained in D(i, 7), i = 1, ... , 
N • 
n 
~ G(w) is calculated at the discrete frequencies 1 through 10 KHz in 
1 KHz steps, 15 through 100 KHz in 5 J<Hz,steps and 110 through 250 KHz 
in 10 KHz steps. These values were chosen to give good representation 
on semi-log plots from 1 to 250 KHz with only forty-three frequencies 
required. Denoting 
..:.. 
first value of G(w) 
these frequencies by f ., 
J 
is begun by setting w. = 
J 
the calculation of the 
2wf .. Utilizing D(i, 1) 
J 
through D(i, 5) the system functions contained in Equations 2.2.13 
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through 2.2.24 are evaluated for the first dipole and its image. 
As mentioned in Chapter II, these system functions were derived 
with respect to a spherical coordinate system with origin directly be-
neath the dipole center on the earth's surface, [D(i, 1), D(i, 2), O]. 
In order to sum the contributions from all dipoles in the configuration 
a common set of coordinates is required. The point (X0, Y0, 0) is 
chosen as origin for this reference coordinate system. The system func-
tions evaluated above are then transformed to the spherical components 
of the common coordinate system. 
...l. 
These system functions could be used to compute G(w) in the form 
~ j, ~ 
GrAr + G8A8 + Gcf>Acf>. However in this work only the horizontal and verti-
cal components are retained. The convention adopted is to let the hori~ 
zontal component correspond to the cf> - component and the vertical con-
sist of the r - and e - components projected on the vertical axis. With 
this notation the system functions for the horizontal and vertical com-
ponents are calculated. 
The analytical expressions for F.(w) which contain D(i, 6) and 
1 
D(i, 7) as parameters are evaluated at w. for the dipole under consider-] 
ation. F1. (w.) and F2. (w.) are obtained by multiplying F. (w.) by 1 J 1 J 1 J 
exp[-jw. D(i, 4)/v] and exp[-jw. D(i, 5)/v], resp·ectively. F1. (w.) and J J 1 J 
F2.(w.) are multiplied by the appropriate system functions to obtain 1 J 
the contribution from this dipole to the horizontal and vertical com-
...l. 
ponents of G(w.). 
J 
The-program then returns to the poiht .the first dipole was select-
ed, selects the next dipole, and performs the same calculations leading 
to the contribution from that dipole.and image. This procedure is re-
peated until the contributions from all dipoles have been summed to 
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~ 
obtain the horizontal and vertical components of G(w.). The magnitude 
J 
~ 
and phase of the horizontal and vertical components of G(w.) and the 
J 
frequency f. are printed out. The program then selects the next fre-
J 
quency and repeats the above procedure for the remaining frequencies. 
3.6 z(t) Program. This program was developed to calculate the 
horizontal and vertical components of the narrow-band, half-wave linear 
detected fields for 1 KHz bandwidths about each of the six center fre-
quencies 10, 50, 150, 200 and 250 KHz. The procedure employed is sum-
marized by Equations 2,4.1, 2,4.5 and 2.4.9. 
= 0 
z(t) 
w - S/2 < jwj < w + S/2 
c - c 
otherwise 
X(n + w 
c 
f) exp (jnt) dn 
(2.4.1) 
(2,4.5) 
(2.4.9) 
That is, to compute z(t), a narrow-band, half-wave linear detected com-
~ 
ponent of the field, it is necessary to multiply the component of G(w) 
by the system function of the desired band-pass filter and compute the 
magnitude of the inverse transform of that product shifted on the fre-
quency axis. 
~ 
This program is essentially an extension of the G(w) program. The 
-lo. 
horizontal and vertical components of G(w), Gh(w) and Gv(w), are com-
puted in exactly the same manner as in the previous program. The only 
difference is in the values chosen for the sample frequencies w .. Rather 
J 
..l. 
than calculating G(w) for frequencies across the band from 1 to 250 KHz, 
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the frequencies are chosen only in the 1 KHz bands about the six center 
frequencies. 
The first center frequency, f , is selected and Gh(w.) and G (w.) 
c J v J 
are computed for f. = f - 500 Hz with a spacing of 1000/256 Hz. This J c 
spacing allows . 256 samples over the band considered and permits a time 
representation .of z(t) for O < t < .256 seconds in accordance with the 
Fourier transform algorithm. 
As Gh(w.) and G (w.) are calculated, X. (w.) and X (w.) are formed J v J -11 J v J 
by multiplying by.the assumed HS(wj), which for simplicity was chosen 
to be unity over the 1 KHz band and zero elsewhere. The real and imag-
inary parts of Xh(w.) and X (w.) are stored in the four rows of the J v J 
matrix XK(k, j), k = 1, ... ,4 and j = 1, ... ,256. 
If f(t) is a time function with Fourier transform F(w) for -b < w 
< b and zero elsewhere, then f(t) is given by the inversion integral 
1 b 
f(t) = ~2 J F(w) exp (jwt) dw 
7T -b 
The algorithm's approximation to this integral requires samples of .F(w) 
in the following order, For N even, the first N/2 equally spaced sarn-
ples represent F(w) for 0 ~ w ~ b; the remaining N/2 samples represent 
F(w) for -b < w < 0. Equation 2.4.5 can then be modified to this form 
by allowing the first 256 samples to be the calculated samples of X(wj), 
f - 500 Hz < f. < f + 500 Hz, and the remaining 256 samples to be 
c - J c 
zero. 
These samples are accepted by the algorithm in the array names. 
DATA (l~J) and DATA (2,J) representing the real and imaginary parts of 
F(w). These arrays are transformed in place, within the accuracy of 
the algorithm, to give the real and imaginary parts of f(t). The 
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procedure used by the program is then to define the arrays as 
DATA (1,J) = XK (l ,j) j = J = 1, ... ,256 
= 0 J = 257, ... ,2560 
and 
DATA (2 ,j) = XK (2,j) j = J = 1, ... ,256 
= 0 J = 257, ... ,2560 
The additional padding with zeros is introduced to obtain better time 
resolution. The algorithm's subroutine is then called and the magnitude 
(2/TIT) !DATA (l,J) + j DATA (2,J) I calculated for J = 1, ... ,2560. The 
factor 2 is required because of the difference in the inversion integral 
defining f(t) and Equation 2.4.5. The factor l/T, T = .256 seconds, is 
required by the algorithm. With the l/1T factor these values represent 
z(t3) for the horizontal component at sample values t 3 = (J - 1)(10-4) 
seconds. These values of z(t3) and t 3 are printed out for J = 1, ... , 
512 corresponding to 0 < t < 51.1 msec. 
The vertical .component is calculated by redefining the array DATA 
as 
DATA (l,J) = XK (3,j) j = J = 1, ... ,256 
= 0 J = 257, ... ,2560 
and 
DATA (2 ,J) = XK (4,j) j = J = 1, ... ,256 
= 0 J = 257, ... ,2560 
The same procedure is followed to compute the vertical component of 
z(t3). After these values are printed, the program returns to select 
the next center frequency and repeats the procedure beginning with 
calculation of Gh(w.) and G (w.) about the new center frequency. 
J v J 
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CHAPTER IV 
MODEL COMPARISON 
4.1 Introduction. In this chapter the procedure described in 
Chapter III is employed to calculate the magnitude of the Fourier trans-
form of the received field due to a return stroke, a stepped leader 
process, and a combination stepped leader and return stroke. These 
spectra are compared with those obtained from other models existing in 
the literature. 
The incorporation of streamer processes into the model is consid-
ered, and the results of the narrow-band, half-wave linear detected 
field calculations are discussed. 
4.2 Return Stroke. It is assumed (9,19) prior to the return 
stroke, t < TOR' the leader process has deposited a uniform distribution 
of negative charge along the channel length between the cloud and the 
ground. The original source of this negative charge was the lower por-
tion of the cloud. The function of the return stroke is to transport 
or partially transport this distributed negative charge to ground. This 
distribution is symbolized with five electric dipoles in Figure 6, where 
the QL terms denote the static charge on the dipoles due to the pre-
ceding leader process, and the q.(t) denote the time varying charge re-
1 
sulting from the return stroke current. Specifying the q. (t) terms to 
1 
be zero fort< TOR' i = 1,2, ... ,5, Figure 6 indicates a net static 
charge -QL per unit length down the channel with the lower portion of 
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the cloud reflecting the absence of this distributed charge. 
Cloud 
+SQL + qS(t) } +SQL + qS(t) 
5th Dipole 
-SQ - q (t) } L 5 -QL + [q4(t) - qS(t)] +4QL + q4(t) 
-4Q - q (t) L 4 } 
} 
-2QL - q2(t) } -QL + [ql(t) - q2(t)] 
+lQL + ql (t) 
1st Dipole 
-IQL - ql(t) } -QL + [O - ql(t)] 
Ground 
Figure 6. Dipole Approximation of Channel 
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In the notation of the preceding chapter, at time t = TOR a posi-
tive current IR(t) is assumed to progress up the channel from the first 
dipole to the fifth. D(i, 7) denotes the time the ith dipole is con-
sidered conducting with IR(t), and T2,i is the "off" time. The charge 
h .th d" 1 . on t e i ipo e is 
(4.2.1) 
where 
t 
qi(t) = j IR(t){U[t' - D(i, 7)] - U[t' - T2,i]} dt' . (4.2.2) 
-00 
Note for a current progressing up the channel 
TOR< D(l, 7) < D(2, 7) < ··· < D(S, 7) .. 
Assuming T2,i infinite for .all i and recalling that IR(t) > 0 yields 
That is, each of the quantitites [q.(t) - q. 1(t)] is greater than or l l+ 
equal to zero, and the effect of the return stroke modeled with a series 
of dipoles in this fashion reduces the negative charge distributed along 
the channel by the leader process and transports this charge to ground 
as required. 
The widely accepted model of Bruce and Golde (5) for the current. 
of a return stroke at the ground is 
i(t) = I 0 [exp (-at) - exp (- St)] ( 4. 2' 3) 
where typical values for the first return stroke of a discharge are 
4 4 -1 5 -1 r0 = 3 X 10 amp., a = 2 X 10 sec , and S = 2 X 10 sec The 
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accompanying expression for the velocity determining the upward movement 
of the current is 
V(t) = v0 exp (- yt) (4.2.4) 
7 
with typical values for a first return stroke of v0 = 8 X 10 m/sec and 
Y = 3 X 104 sec- 1. V d d t V d G · 1 · 0 an y correspon o RO an R' respective y, 1n 
the expression 
used to calculate the values of D(i, 7}. 
The Bruce and Golde current model is incorporated into the dipole 
model of the return stroke as 
(4.2.5) 
The Fourier transform of Q.(t) given in Equation 4.2.1 denoted by 
1 
F. (w) is 
1 
F1.(w) = i QL2no(w) + I.(w) [no(w) + 4-] 1 JW 
where I. (w) is the transform of 
1 
IR(t){U[t - D(i, 7)] - U[t - T2,i]} 
(4.2.6) 
If all T2 . are equal, the above expression requires continuity of cur-
,1 
rent in all dipoles with index less than or equal to i for values of 
time greater than or equal to D(i, 7). 
Ignoring the d.c. terms and allowing T2 . to be infinite, F.(w) 
,1 1 
required by the programs is 
F. (w) 
1 
1 
= -. I. (w) 
JW 1 
40 
or 
F. (w) 
Io txpfo[TOR-D(i, 7)]} 
= exp [ - j wD ( i 1 7) ] -:-- . -
exp{S[T0R-D(i, 7)]2] 
1 JW a + JW e + jw J . 
(4.2.7) 
Using the typical values for a first return stroke, 
I0 = 3 x 104 amp 
7 VRO = 8 X 10 m/sec 
4 -1 
a = 2 X 10 sec 
104 -1 GR = 3 X sec 
...lo. 
5 -1 e = 2 x 10 sec 
TOR = 0 sec 
Equation 4.2.7 was introduced into the G(w) program, and the vertical 
component of the field was computed for a vertical discharge extending 
from the earth's surface to a height of 1 Km. These results are shown 
in Figures 7 through 11 for the observation point located 100 Km from 
the channel on the ground plane. In this chapter and the next only the 
Fourier spectrum, that is the amplitude of the Fourier transform, will 
be presented. 
In Figure 7 the 1 Km channel length is approximated by one thousand 
dipoles with 1 M lengths; in Figure 8 one hundred dipoles with 10 M 
lengths are used for the approximations; Figure 9 results from ten di-
poles with lengths of 100 M; Figure 10 results from five dipoles with 
lengths of 200 M; Figure 11 results from two dipoles 500 M long. 
The point to be made from a comparison of these curves is that the 
accuracy of the model is not improved at the expense of utilizing di-
poles shorter than 10 M to approximate the discharge length for the 
frequency range considered. 
Hill (9) indicates the spectrum for a first return stroke should 
be a smooth curve with a maximum of fifty to sixty µvolt sec/M occurring 
approximately at 5 KHz. It was noted that the procedure employed by 
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Hill in computing the transform of the field allowed the channel length 
to extend to the length permitted by the velocity expression VR(t) in 
an infinite amount of time. For the values of VRO and GR assumed here 
the maximum channel length achieved is determined by VR0/GR = 2 2/3 Km. 
Figure 12 was obtained from an identical set of parameters as dis-
cussed previously, with the number of 10 M dipoles changed from one 
hundred to two hundred sixty-six to approximate the 2 2/3 Km channel 
length. This graph is very similar to that given by Hill's model in 
magnitude and position of the maximum value for the same current and 
velocity parameters. 
It is concluded that the minor peaks which occur in the first five 
graphs of this chapter are a result of terminating the channel length 
before the current has decayed sufficiently. That is, for a channel 
length of 1 Km the time required for the return stroke current to prog-
ress through this length is 15.7 µsec. One may think of the return 
current waveform time decay as being governed by a. This represents an 
effective time constant of 50 µsec. Thus 15.7 µsec is less than one-
third of the decay time constant, and the return stroke current is of 
appreciable magnitude at this time. 
The shifting of the maximum values from 10 KHz to 5 KHz as the 
channel height was increased from 1 Km to 2 2/3 Km is a very interesting 
situation which will be discussed in the next chapter. 
4.3 Stepped Leader. Although the programs developed in this work 
are capable of implementing a variety of models for the stepped or dart 
leader processes, only one model which is readily adaptable to the pro-
grams will be discussed. 
First, it is assumed at time T0L a leader pulse with current 
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waveform ILP(t - T0L)U(t - T0L) advances.down the channel from the cloud 
base toward the ground governed by the velocity expression 
As in the case of the return stroke, continuity of current is assumed 
in all dipoles through which the velocity expression has allowed the 
current pulse .to pass. The current pulse continues toward ground until 
it reaches the first dipole that has an index i which is a multiple of 
a specified integer, NDSP. Rather than proceeding through this dipole, 
the advance of the current is allowed to pause for DELAY seconds while 
this current pulse decays .. The present programs are capable .. of select-
ing the values. of DELAY from a normal distribution by specifying the 
mean, the standard deviation, and an odd integer IX to initialize the 
random selection .. 
Following this delay a second curi;ent waveform, identical in form 
to the first pulse, is assumed to exist in all dipoles through which 
the first pulse has passed while the tip of this pulse continues toward 
ground in accorqance with the.velocity e:xpression VL(t) existing before 
the delay. When this second current pulse reaches the second dipole 
that is a multiple of NDSP, another delay is randomly selected to allow 
this current waveform to decay. This procedure is repeated until the 
final pulse has reached th~ ground. 
As an example, consider a channel length appro)l:imated by NN 10 M 
dipoles. If the delays are chosen to. occur every 50 M, NDSP is chose.n 
as 5. Note that TOL ~ D(NN, 6) ~ · ·.· ~ D(l, 6) for. the leader,process. 
That.is, the leader is initiated at time T0L; at some later.time the 
dipole furthest removed from the ground is considered conducting, and 
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the final dipole to conduct is that touching the ground. For compact~ 
ness, let Ti denote D(i, 6), Dk denote the kth delay proceeding down 
the channel, IJ ~ (i+NDSP-1)/NDSP in integer arithmetic, and NWD = 
(IJ)(NDSP). IJ will have the value 1 for 1 ~ i ~ NDSP, 2 for NDSP < i 
~ 2 NDSP, etc. The total number of delays along the channel is given 
by NT = NN/NDSP in integer arithmetic. Assuming each current pulse has 
the form ILP(t) the current required for each dipole in the configura-· 
tion I.(t) may be represented by the following expressions: 
l 
(NT+l-IJ) (NT+l-IJ) 
l Dk)]U(t-(T. + l Dk)], 1 < i < NDSP 
k=l l k=l 
(4.3.1) 
and 
(NT+l-IJ) (NT+l-IJ) 
l Dk)]U[t-(T. + l Dk)] 
k=l l 
(NWD-NDSP) 
+ l ILP[t-(T. + j=~(NDSP) J 
(NT+l-~) 
l Dk)]U[t-(T. + 
k=l J 
(NT+l-~) 
l Dk)], 
k=l 
~=1,2,,., (4.3,2) 
for NDSP < i ~ (NN/NDSP)(NDSP), For (NN/NDSP)(NDSP) < i < NN the above 
expression is correct if TNWD is replaced by TNN" 
At first glance the above expressions are far from enlightening, 
Consider NN =.266 as a specific example with NDSP = 5 as before. The 
total number of delays along the channel is NT = 266/5 = 53. These de-
lays occur just before the dipoles with indices i = 265,260, ... ,10,5 
are considered conducting. Since NWD = 5 and (NT+l-IJ) = 53 for 1 < i 
~ 5, the first expression states the current in the first five dipoles, 
1 ~ i ~ 5, is a current pulse ILP(t) which is shifted in time to begin 
in the fifth dipole at the time required for the velocity expression to 
reach this dipole plus all the delays encountered along the channel. 
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Each of the remaining dipoles, 1 .::. i .::. 4, conduct with this same current 
in such a manner as to maintain continuity of current with the dipoles 
above them. 
For 6 < i .::_ 10, NWD = 10, (NT+l-IJ) = 52, and (NWD~NDSP) = 5. Thus 
the first term.in the expression for Ii(t) is 
which is similar to the expression obtained for the first five dipoles. 
In this case only fifty-two delays exist in the channel above the tenth 
dipole. The sum in the expression for I.(t) is 
1 
5 
l j=R;5. 
R,= 1, 2 J ••• 
(54-t) l . Dk)] 
k=l 
Since t = 1 is the only value allowed for t, the sum becomes 
which is exactly the current in the fifth dipole, or the current re-
quired in all dipoles above the fifth to maintain its assumed current 
waveform; 
Similar current waveforms are obtained from the I. (t) expressions 
1 
for larger values of i. That is, one term is obtained for the assumed 
current pulse in that segment of the channel plus a sum of other terms 
to allow .that segment to support.the current flow in the segments below. 
If the current pulses, ILP(t), are negative current pulses flowing 
down the channel, it is obvious that a negative charge is deposited· 
along each 50 M length of the channel given by the integral of ILP(t) 
as required of .the leader process. 
The model of the leader process chosen to be presented here is 
Sl 
essentially the same as that discussed above. That is, a 2 2/3 Km 
channel is approximated by two hundred sixty-six dipoles with 10 M 
lengths and delays occurring every SO M or five dipoles along the chan-
nel. Since the points at which the delays occur were arbitrarily chosen 
with respect to the ground rather than the cloud base, the first delay 
occurs after the first 10 M of the channel has been overtaken by the 
velocity expression. The succeeding delays then occur at multiples of 
SO M from the point of this first delay. To simplify the computations 
the velocity expression was deleted in this model. That is, the current 
pulse for a particular SO M segment was assumed to exist on all dipoles 
within that segment simultaneously after the appropriate number of de-
lays rather than starting at the upper dipole in this segment and pro-
gressing downward. 
The waveform assumed for the current pulses is that suggested by 
Steptoe (17), 
ILP(t) = I 0 [exp (- at) - exp (- St)] 
3 4 -1 s -1 
where I 0 = 2 X 10 amp, a = 2 X 10 sec , and S = 2 X 10 sec It 
is noted by Arnold and Pierce (1) that typical delays are of the order 
of SO µsec, and that this form of pulse is significantly different from 
zero after the delay, and thus the above expression is not a particu-
larly good model. They suggest that the current pulse produces a pulse 
in the measured electric field of the form 
E ( ) K [h3 ( h2t2) h3 ( h2 2) ] ,. t - 1 t exp - 1 + 2 t exp - 2 t 
This expression was deduced empirically by Pierce (lS), with h1 = 3.S X 
s -1 s -1 -12 2 10 sec , h2 = 1.2 X 10 sec , and K = 2.7 X 10 volt sec/mat 
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100 Km from the channel. Uman and McLain (20) have considered the re-
lations between this field, the required leader currents, and the cur-
rent propagation velocity. 
The results of this model are shown in Figure 13 for all delays 
having the same value of 50 µsec, which Uman (19) refers to as a repre-
sentative time between steps. The observation point is located at 
100 Km from the channel on the ground plane. Here it is noted that the 
-1 peaks occur at the fundamental frequency 1/50 µsec · or 20 KHz and its 
harmonics, Note these peaks dominate the spectrum when the delay term 
is assumed deterministic. 
Schonland (16) suggests that the delays are random with a mean of 
50 µsec and a standard deviation of approximately 23 µsec. The field 
resulting from the above model was calculated drawing the delays from a. 
normal distribution with mean 50 µsec and standard deviation 23 µsec. 
Figure 14 is the average of thirty-six of these computed spectra. That 
is, IX, the parameter initializing the random selection, was set equal 
to 1, the required fifty-three delays were selected by means of the sub-
routine GAUSS (see Appendix B), and the Fourier transform of the field 
was computed, This procedure was repeated for IX= 3,5, ... ,71, and the 
amplitudes of the resulting Fourier transforms were averaged. 
Drawing the delays from such a normal distribution admits the pos-
sibility of negative delays which did in fact occur in the calculations 
leading to Figure 14. The physical significance of these possible neg-
ative delays is not fully understood. To avoid this problem thirty-six 
waveforms were calculated for the same values of IX as before with the 
constraint that all negative delays would be rejected and the program 
returned to the subroutine for the selection of another delay. The 
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average of the amplitudes of these wavefonns is presented in Figure 15. 
Arnold and Pierce (1) have calculated what they tenn the mean amp-
litude spectrum of the received field at 100 Km resulting from a series 
of sixty-four current pulses suggested by Steptoe, assuming a length of 
100 M was energized by the current pulses. The time between pulses was 
assumed to be described by the same nonnal distribution. Their result, 
although presented on logarithmic scales, does not appear too different 
in shape than would Figures 14 and 15 on similar scales. The maximum 
value occurs at 20 KHz as it does in both Figures 14 and 15. However, 
the amplitude at this maximum is approximately 2.4 µvolt sec/M where 
Figures 14 and IS.indicate approximately 33 µvolt sec/M. 
It is believed that this discrepancy in magnitude can be explained 
in terms of the differences in the two models of the stepped leader pro-
cess. First Arnold and Pierce obtain an expression which states the 
mean amplitude spectrum is proportional to the square root of the number 
of pulses. Their calculations assumed sixty-four pulses while those of 
Figures 14 and 15 involved fifty-three. This implies, all other things 
being equal, that their results should be 10 per cent larger in magni-
tude than those obtained here. However, the main difference is in the 
length of channel each pulse is assumed to exist. Their model allows 
each pulse to occur only in the same 100 M segment. The present model 
allows the first pulse to occur in the upper 10 M of the channel, the 
second in the upper 60 M, the third in the upper 110 M, ... ,and the 
last in the total 2.66 Km channel length. In the notation of Chapter II 
the magnitude of the received field is increased proportional to the 
effective dipole length. Or in the notation of Arnold and Pierce the 
magnitude of the received field is proportional to the second time 
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derivative of the dipole moment which they give as 200 dI/dt. The 200 
results from an assumed separation of 100 M·on the dipole approximating 
the segment and its image. In either event it is obvious that the mag-
nitude obtained here should be considerably larger than those of Arnold 
and Pierce. 
As an ~nteresting point, Arnold and Pierce.note.that the magnitude 
experimentally obtained by Steptoe was actually an order of magnitude 
larger than their calculations. However, they mention that Steptoe's 
experimental conditions implied a bias toward stronger sign~ls, and 
thus his observed results were for the strongest leader disturbances 
only rather.than an average behavior. 
4.4 Stepped Leader and Return Stroke. As stated previously, the 
effect of the leader process is to distribute a net negative charge 
along the main channel by means of a negative current progressing down 
the channel from the cloud to the ground. The return stroke.which fol-
lows at some later time transports or partially transports this net 
negative charge to ground, by a positive current flow progressing up the 
channel, This combined effect has been modeled by combining the models 
of the leader process and return stroke discussed in the preceding two 
. Th . h . . . h . th d. 1 d sections. at is, t e current existing int e .i ipo e was.assume 
of the form 
Ii (t) = IL(t){U[t-D(i,6)]-U[t-Tl,i]} + IR(t){U[t-D(i,7)]-U[t-T2,i]} 
1 < i < N (3.4.4) 
n 
in accordance with Section 3.4 with the understanding that IL(t) denotes 
that portion of the total leader current existing in the segment of the 
channel approximated by the ith dipole. 
The Fourier transform of the charge on the ith dipole, F. (w), 
l 
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chosen for the calculations,of this section is the sum of that given by 
Equation 4.2.7 for the return stroke plus l/jw times the Fourier trans-
form of the appropriate terms of Equation 4.3.2 for the contribution 
from the leader process. This procedure is in agreement with Equation 
3.4.6. 
Note the above implies that the Fourier transforms of the dipole 
charge have been swmned assuming contributions from the leader process 
and the return stroke result from nonnegative currents. This may be 
explained by recalling that the positive reference on the dipoles was ... 
assumed along the positive coordinate axes which for vertical dis-
charges, as being considered here, correspond to the positive z-axis. 
Now the leader process is to remove negative charge from the cloud and 
transport,this charge down the channel. With the above notation thi~ 
corresponds to a positive current flowing from the lower charge to the 
upper charge on each dipole. That is, for each dipole,the lower charge 
becomes more negative and the upper,charge becomes more positive indi-
eating a transport of negative charge downward. 
Similarly, the return stroke is to remove negative charge from the 
channel and transport this charge to ground. This is also accomplished 
by a positive current flowing from the lower-charge to the upper on 
each dipole. Thus the effective current for the leader process and the 
return stroke is of the same sign. 
The magnitude of the Fourier transform of the received field re-
sulting from a combination of a stepped leader identical to that of 
Section 4.3 and a return stroke identicq.l to that of Section 4.2 was 
calculated for a channel height of 2.66 Km at a distance of 100 Km from 
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the channel on the ground. TOL' the initiation time for the leader 
process, was assumed to be zero. TOR' the initiation time for the re-
turn stroke, was calculated within the progr~ to be the time the leader 
current reached the ground. As before, the values of the delays were 
selected from a normal distribution with a mean of 50 µsec and a stand-
ard deviation of 23 µsec. These results are presented in Figure 16 for 
an average of twelve waveforms. The twelve values of IX assumed for 
these computations were 1,3,5,.,.,23, The corresponding average magni-
tude resulting from the stepped leader alone.is given in Figure 17, 
Comparing these results with those of Figure 12 which represent 
the return stroke alone one may conclu4e that for frequencies .lower than 
15 KHz the process assumed for the stepped leader does.not appreciably 
affect the average spectrum. At frequencies greater than 15 KHz the 
average spectnµn resulting from the combination is somewhat larger than 
that of the return stroke alone, This is due to the energy of the 
leader process in this range of frequencies. These results are as to 
be expected, Hosever, the results are for average values, and one 
should be cau~ioned that if a particular event.were to be.considered as 
in observing actual storm ~ata, the effect of the leader process may 
drastically affect the spectrum as Figure 13 indic~tes for the extreme 
case of all delays having identical values, 
4,5 Streamer Process. In order to more.completely represent the 
effect of a discharge to ground one should include some process by which 
charge can be transported from regions within the cloud to the upper tip 
of the main channel. Horner (10,11) and Uman (19) give references on 
the processes occurring between return strokes in a discharge. One pro~ 
cess that has been described consists of so-called junction streamers 
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extending from the upper tip of the main channel towards concentrations 
of charge in otherparts of the cloud. When these streamers.connect 
with these accumulations of charge a current pulse (K pulse) is experi-
enced resulting from transportation of this charge to the channel tip, 
No calculations have been made for this process in the present 
work, However, the computer models are capable of accepting such a 
process if one has a specific process in mind. 
The possibilities are too numerous to list. However, the fo.llowing 
brief example. should suffice in indicating how one may· incorporate such 
a process into the discharge model. 
A,s a general example, the process might.be approximated by a cur-
rent waveform, representing the junction streamer, progressing from the 
upper tip of the main channel along a specified branch in accordance 
with the velocity expression 
This current is allowed to advance along the branch until it reaches a 
point on the branch which is to represent an accumulation of charge, 
When this point is reached the K pulse resulting from this accumulation 
of charge may be modeled by superimposing an additional current on all 
dipoles between the channel tip and this point, This process may be 
repeated for the current progressing along the branch toward the next 
accumulation of charge. Such a process may be incorporated into the 
programs with no more difficulty than that of the leader process des-
cribed in Section 4.3. 
Also if the times between the K pulses are desired to be random, 
the same subroutine used for the delays in the leader process may be 
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used, With the desired mean and standard deviation corresponding to 
the K pulses specified, sample values would be.drawn from this normal 
distribution, Kitagawa and Brook (12) indicate a mean of 8. 5 .msec and 
a standard deviation of 6 msec is appropriate for K pulses. 
4,6 The Detected Field. Recall the procedure for calculating the 
time functions, representing the narrow-band, half-wave linear detected 
field described in Sections 2.4 and 3,6. First the Fourier transform. 
of the received waveform was passed through an ideal band-pass filter 
with bandwidth S about a selected center frequency w,. It was then, 
l 
shown mathematically that the time functiQn representing the half-wave 
linear detection of this narrow band signal was proportional to the 
magnitude of the inverse Fourier transform.of·this narrow band signal 
shifted in the frequency domain from the interval [w -S/2,w +S/2] to 
c c 
the interval [O, S], 
Figures 18, 19, and 20 are the time waveforms obtained fr9m an, 
identical return stroke as presented in Figure 12 for center frequencies 
of 10, 50, and 100 KHz~ respectively. The bandwidths about.each center 
frequency were chosen as 1 KHz. 
These curves appear to have a modified (sin. at) /t variation which 
has been shifted on the time axis, This is a direct result of the ideal 
band-pass assumption. That is, the frequency function has been multi-
plied by a pulse of width 27T X 103 radians/sec which requires the cor-
responding time function to be.convolved with (sin 7T X 103t)/7Tt, In 
fact one can see from the minimums of these plots that the variation is 
actually of the predicted form (sin 7T X 103t)/t corresponding to the 
1 KHz bandwidth. 
It is observe4 that the first maximum occurs at approximately 
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0.33 msec rather than the origin. This corresponds to the propagation 
time required for radiation to reach the antenna. In these calculations 
the return stroke was initialized at time t =TOR =.0 sec. Thus the 
antenna situated 100 Km from the channel would measure no response until 
5 . 8 t = T0R + 10 /3 X 10 or 0.33 msec. 
The values.of the time response existing before t = 0.33 msec is 
again.a problem associated with the ideal band-pass process. That is, 
the (sin TIX 103t)/t exists for - 00 < t < oo, Or·in other words, the 
dual assumption of a finite bandwidth and a finite time interval is not 
theoretically possible (2). 
These problems may be slightly alleviated with the assumption of a 
more.realistic band-pass filter which the program will readily accept. 
However,. the problem of the.infinite time record will remain since one 
can only handle a finite number of samples. 
Common problems in the algorithm .utilized to invert.the narrow-band 
frequency function may be found in reference (4). One that is apparent 
here is time resolution. In Section 3,6 it was mentioned that 256 sam-
ple values obtained from the frequency function ,over the 1 KHz bandwidth 
and 2,304 = (2,560 - 256) zeros were introduced into the algorithm to 
yield an.output time function that should be accurate over the time in-
terval 0 < t < 256 msec with a spacing of 0.1 msec. In the situation 
modeled here the return.stroke should essentially be zero after a dura-
tion of at most.10 time constants or 0.5·msec. Thus with the present 
time domain spacing only.five values are to represent the process we 
desire to observe .. Padding with additional zeros, say (25,6000 - 256) 
will reduce the time .increments to 0.01 msec at the obvious expense of 
computer storage and cost. 
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Although the spacing of samples in the frequency domain was set at 
103 /256 Hz. in the present program to hopefully result. in time represen-
tation valid to 256/103 sec, this sampling rate could be reduced if 
shorter time intervals are to be considered. For exampJe, a sample 
spacing of 103/64 Hz in the frequency domain.should result in a time 
representation valid to 64/103 sec. With the addition of only (6,400 -
64) zeros the time increments are 0.01 msec. 
It is implied that obtaining N equally spaced samples over.the 
1 KHz bandwidth will result in the .associated time functi9n which is 
valid for 0 < t < N msec. Personally the author would place a safety 
factor of 1/5 on this upper.limit. 
4.7 Summary. The results of the return stroke.are in excellent 
agreement with those.produced by other models. 
The spectra obtained from the modeled leader process is reasonable 
with others if adjustment is made for the effective channel length. 
However, the randomness of the delays necessitates averaging. 
The return stroke may be.combined with a leader process with pre-
dictable results. 
Although no calculations for a.streamer process have b~en pre-
sented, the programs will readily accept reasonable models for this 
process. 
The present program calculating the narrow-band, half-wave linear 
detected waveforms gives predictable results for the assumptions made. 
However, if these time waveforms are to determine anything about the re-
ceived.waveforrns from some assumed process for a comparison with meas-
ured data, more.realistic assumptions must be made for the narrow-band 
filter. 
CHAPTER V 
PARAMETER SELECTION 
5.1 Introduction. Although the computer model developed in this 
work is somewhat involved and capable of representing a multiplicity of 
processes or combination of processes, the original intent was.not to 
develop an elaborate model of a lightning discharge in order to deter-
mine more about the mechanisms involved in the discharge process. 
Rather, the purpose here was to develop a model which would be capable 
of yielding some information relating parameters in the electromagnetic 
radiation from thunderstorms to parameters within the storm. However, 
in the development it was not known how accurate a description of the 
processes would be required to yield such information. Thus, the pres-
ent .model evolved. 
Many hazards may be encountered when attempting to relate the re-
ceived electromagnetic data to the parameters of the discharge via a 
model as develope4 here. For example, distances are not known accu-
rately, modes of propagation not included in the model exist, etc. One 
of the most fundamental problems is the fact that the received field is 
not unique to a particular source. Also problems in comparison exist 
as a result of the randomness inherent in actual discharges. 
In developing this model allowances have been made for the intro-
duction of many processes and random effects if meaningful assumptions 
or hypotheses for the processes are available. Hciwever, the author 
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still has many questions on the processes and believes .that trying to 
specify certain parameters too accurately while others just.as critical 
to the results are unknown would not be optimum procedure. 
The follo~ing is proposed. The return stroke ca1culations appear 
to be quite acceptable. Realizing this is far from the.actual dis-
charge, and also that this portion of the discharge changes from stroke 
to stroke not to mention flashes, use the .return stroke waveforms as 
test signals, not to infer about the absolute signals that might be re-
ceived from various discharges, but to infer what,changes in the re-
ceived signals could be expected for a very restricted set of changes 
in the discharge. 
5.2 Effect of Channel Length. At the end of Section ,4.2 it was 
noted that the spectra of Figures 8 and 12 resulted from an,identical 
set of parameters on the modeled return stroke except for the assumed 
channel height. Figure 8 represented a channel height of 1 Km and had 
the maximum value of its spectrum at 10 KHz. Figure 12 represented the 
maximum channel height allowable by the velocity expression 
or vR0/GR =: 2. 66 I\m. However, in the latt,er case a smooth curve "7i th a 
maximum at 5 KHz was. obtained for the spectrum, 
The po~sibilities are that the higher frequency content of the 1 Km 
channel over the 2.66 Km channel results £rom the termination of the. 
channel before the current has decayed sufficiently, or the channel 
height may also influence the frequency content. The termination of 
the channel wil.1 definitely influence the frequency content as evidenced 
by the.local maximums at the higher frequencies of Figure 8, 
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To determine if channel height is also involved, the following 
calculations were performed. A return stroke current of the form 
4 4 5 3 3 IR(t) ::; {3 X 10 [exp(-2 X 10 -r)-exp(-2 X 10 -r)+2.5 X 10 exp(-10 -r)}U(-r) 
was assumed, where T = (t - T0R}. This is the same current assumed for 
the return strokes of Figures 7 through 12 with the addition of the last 
term. Since the effect of channel height was to be determined, GR was 
equated to zero yielding VR(t) = VRO = 8 X 107 m/sec. Thus the VR0/GR 
restriction on channel height.was removed. 
The results presented in Figures 21 through 26 represent the cal-
culat~d field, assuming the dipoles are 10 M in length, at 100 Km from 
the channel on the ground for channel heights of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 
4.0, 5,0, and 9.99 Km, respectively, 
The maximums of the spectra occur at approximately 11; 10, 8, 7.2, 
5.8, 5, and 3.3 KHz, respectively. That is, increasing the channel 
height while holding constant all other parameters shifts the maximum 
of.the spectrum to lower values of frequency. 
Also note that the local maximums in Figure.27 are less pronounced 
than in the.six previous graphs. The time required for the current to 
reach this height is approximately 125 µsec. Thus if 50 µsec is an. 
effective decay time constant for the, current waveform, this .current 
has begun to decay significantly when the channel growth is terminated. 
Figure 26 which represents a channel height.of 5 Km corresponding to a 
required time of 62.5 µsec or slightly over one time constant when the 
channel is terminated indicates the local maximums are quite pronounced 
as is.to be.expected. 
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5.3 Effect of Channel Orientation (Far Field). In this section, 
and the one following, the current on the channel and its propagation 
velocity are fixed and only the. geometry of the channel is varied, In 
particular, the cur~ent form.assumed is identical to that.of the return 
stroke modeled to obtain Figure 12. That is, 
with 
where 
VRO = 8 X 107 m/sec, 
4 -1 
a = 2 X 10 sec 
4 -1 GR = 3 X 10 sec 
(4.2.5) 
5 -1 e = 2 x 10 sec 
TOR = 0.0 sec 
The length of the.channel, approximated by dipoles of length 10 M, is 
assumed to.be the maximum.length allowable for the velocity expression 
with these parameters, 2.66 Km. 
Seven channel orientations are considered. In each case the ini-
tiai point of the channel, (X0, Y0, z0), has been adjusted such that 
the X,Y-coordinates of the channel midpoint is centereq over the origin. 
Also four heights are con~idered for the initial points on each orien-
tation. These heights are z0 = O; 3, 5, and 7 Km for the orientations 
wit~ any vertical component and z0 = 1, 3, 5, and 7 Km for the hori-
zontal orientations. 
The observation point for the following figures is located 100 Km 
from the discharge on the ground plane or (X , Y , Z ) = (O, 100 Km, 0) 
a a a 
in accordance with Secti9n 3.3. 
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Figure 28 represents the received field for a vertical channel 
with direction cosines (O, 0, 1). The solid curve corresponds to z0 = 
0 which is the same situation modeled in Figure 12, The dashed curve 
represents the received field for an identical discharge with the ini-
tial point of the. channel elevated to z0 = 7 Km .. Calculations were .per-
formed with z0 = 3 and 5 Km. These graphs were not plotted since they 
were essentially the same as those presented with values lying between 
the two curves. 
Figures 29, 30, and 31 represent channels inclined thirty degrees. 
from the vertical, The direction cosines for these figures are (O, .5, 
,866), (-.5, 0, .866), and (O, -,5, ,866), respectively, That is, the 
original vertical channel is first inclined toward the observer, then 
rotated a positive ninety degrees, and finally rotated an additional 
ninety degrees, Again the solid curves represent the values obtained 
for z0 = O, the dashed curves represent the values obtained for z0 = 
7 Km, and the values.obtained for z0 = 3 and 5 Km fall between the.two 
curves presented on each figure, 
Figures 32, 33, and 34 represent horizontal channels, The direc-
tion cosines for these three figures are (O, 1, 0), (0, -1, O), and 
(-1, 0, O), respectively, In each figure the curves obtained for z0 = 
1, 3, 5, and 7 Km are indicated, 
Comparing Figures 28 through 31 there appears to be no significant 
difference existing betwe~n the four figures, From this, one may con-
clude that the observed field is relatively insensitivie to the channel 
orientation for small, less than thirty degrees, deviations from the 
vertical, Also, a comparison of the curves on each figure implies that 
the received field does not vary significantly as a fixed channel length 
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Figure 30, Channels Inclined Transverse to Observer, Far Field 
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with predominantly vertical orientation is translated along the vertical 
or Z-axis for the values considered here, 0 .::_ z0 .::_ 7 Km. This lends 
support for.those making the assumption .of approximating the field pro-
duced from a current.distribution on several different elements of the 
same length along the channel by the superposition of the currents on 
the same segment (1). 
The curves of Figures 32 and 33 represent horizontal channel 
lengths in the same plane as the observation point, the Y,Z-plane. A-
gain these results are not significantly different from the results of 
the preceding figures if the magnitudes are adjusted for the reduced 
channel length projected on.the vertical antenna at the observation 
point. 
Figure 34 represents a horizontal channel length parallel to the 
X-axis or perpendicular to and symmetric with respect to the Y,Z-plane. 
If all dipoles along the channel were assumed identical, the computed 
vertical component of the field should be identically zero. However, 
the assumption of the current progressing along the channel length re-
quires different dipole moments on each. Although the.resulting magni-
tude is small compared to Figures 32 and 33, the result is considered 
significant. Thatis, the general shape is the same as the horizontal 
discharges represented by Figures 32 and 33; however, the position of 
the maximum values have shifted from 5 KHz to 10 KHz. Or in other 
words, strictly horizontal discharges will produce vertical components 
of the field when measured in the far field on the ground. And the 
frequency content will be a function of the angle of observation pro-
jectec;l on the ground plane. 
Before proceeding to the next section, recall that for these 
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calculations the observation point was located at a distance of 100 Km 
from the channel on the ground, (X , Y , Z ) = (O, 100 Km;. O). 
a a a 
5. 4 Effect. of Channel Orientation (Near Field). The discharge 
proc;:esses and geometries modeled in.this section are·id,entical to those 
discussed in the previous section .. Only the observation point has been 
changed from (X , Y , Z } = (O, 100 Km, 0) to (O, 10 Km, 5 Km). For a 
a a a 
vertical discharge connecting with the ground, this corresponds to an 
observation point positioned 10 Km from the base .of the discharge and 
elevated to an altitude of 5 Km. As before, the vertical antenna is 
parallel with the Z-axis and the horizontal antenna is parallel with 
the. X-axis. 
Figures 35, 36, and 39 represent channels with direction cosines 
(O, O, 1), (O, .5, .866), and, (O, -.5, .866), respectively. These three 
figures .correspond to the discharges modeled in Figure~ 28, 29, and 31, 
respectively. Figures 37 and 38 represent the vertical and horizontal 
components of the received fields from the qischarges modeled in Figuz:e· 
30 with directio~ cosines.(-.5, O, .866). 
The first obvious.difference between the.curves of this section 
and the preceding ones is the-large increase in magnitude as the fre-
quency approaches the.lower values. This difference is explained by 
noting that the distance from the channel to the observation ,point is 
considerably less than a wavelength, A., at these frequencies. Al though 
the dependence.of ·the electric field upon frequency, w, and distance to 
the observation point, r, is masked in the equations . of Chapter II, the 
electric field produced by one oscillating electric dipole (18) is pro-
portional to the weighted sum of .. th,ree terms l/r3, w/vr2, and w2 /v2r, 
where v is the velocity of propagation. Near the dipole, r considerably 
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less than A/6, the l/r3 and l/r2 tenns begin.to dominate the field. For 
fixed r, as the frequency is reduced further, the l/r3 term becomes even 
more dominant. The Fourier transform of the charge on the ith dipole 
was assumed to be of the form 
1 Fi (w) = Ii (w) ['!To (w) + jw] 
where I. (w) is the Fourier transform of the current wavefonn on that 
1 
dipole. This results in a transform of the field produced by each di-
pole which tends toward I. (w)/jw. For the current waveforms considered 
1 
here the transforms I.(w) approach constant values as w decreases. Thus 
1 
the l/w variation at the lower frequencies results, This problem is a 
direct result of the assumption that a charge remains on each dipole for 
an infinite length of time and is then removed or partially removed at 
some finite time. For example consider the unit step function U(t) 
which is analogous to the charge waveforms assumed, The Fourier trans-. 
fol'Jll is Tio(w) + l/jw. However, the unit pulse of duration 2T has the 
transform (2 sinwT}/w which is well behaved as w approaches zero. This 
unit pulse is analogous to a charge that is placed on.the dipole at 
some finite time and removed at some later (finite) time. Also note 
that the maximum value of (2 sinwT)/w depends on the duration T. 
It is possible that in actual measurements the atmosphere may 
attenuate these lower frequency components. Horner (11) discusses the 
attenuation of atmospherics around 3 KHz. However, his discussion is 
limited to far field conditions, and the attenuation is considered re-
sul ting from waveguide modes of propagation. Extrapolation of this 
attenuation data to apply to the results of this section may. be quite 
hazardous.due to the distances involved. In any event the calculated 
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values are as to be expected for the means of propagation and the cur-
rent waveforms assumed in the model. 
Disregarding the frequencies below 4 KHz for the present and com-
paring Figures 28 and 35 which represent the vertical channels, it is 
noted the peaks in the spectra have been translated to higher.frequen-. 
cies in the near field. That is, a discharge which produces a peak in 
the spectrum at 5 KHz when measured at 100 Km on the ground will have 
considerably different frequency content when measured in the near field 
off the ground plane. 
Also the far field calculations on the channels with vertical com-
ponents of orientation yielded no appreciable difference in the spectra 
as the channel was elevated. However, the ne.ar field calculations indi-
cate marked differences as evidenced by Figures 35 through 39. In addi-
tion to these differences .the orientation modeled in Figure 30, direc-
tion cosines (-.5, O, .866), allows a horizontal component of the field. 
Figure 37 represents the vertical component of this field when measured 
at· (X , Y , Z ) = (0, 10 Km, 5 Km).. Figure 38 represents the corres-
a a a 
ponding horizontal component. The peaks of the horizontal components 
are· located roughly at 20 KHz with magnitudes approximately one-fourth 
those of the vertical. Also note that the channel touching the ground, 
z0 = O, is considerably less than the others around 20 KHz. Thus dis-
charges inclined slightly, thirty degrees, from the vertical and ele-
vated above the ground plane.produce significant horizontal components 
of field. Also the maximum of the spectrum of the horizontal field 
occurs at a significantly greater frequency than that of the vertical. 
field. That is, it appears that the higher frequency content for cloud 
discharges may not be a function of the process alone but rather how 
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they are observed. 
Figures 40 and 41 represent the horizontal discharges with orienta-
tions (O, 1) 0) and (0, -1, O) corresponding to Figures 32 and 33, re-
spectively. Figures 42 and 43 are the vertical an~ horizontal compo-
nents of the field for the horizontal discharges with orientatiOn (-1, 
O, 0) corresponding to Figure 34. 
First, assume there does exist an attenuation of the spectra at 
the lower frequencies, say around 3 KHz. One may see from Figures 40, 
41, and 42 that·the frequency of the maximums in the vertical spectra 
may be determined by·the fonn of this attenuation superimposed on the 
spectra, the orientation, and the elevation of the discharge rather 
than the discharge process alone. Also note that it.is possible for 
these maximums in the vertical spectra to occur at frequencies as high 
as 20 KHz .for the cases of z0 =·l and.3 KID in Figures 40 and 41 and as 
high as 30 KHz for the cases of z0 = 1 and 3 Km in Figure 42. In each 
of these cases recall that the process.is the same, and only the height 
above ground and.the direction of the discharge is being changed. 
Of these three horizontal discharges, only the one with direction 
cosines (-1, 0, O) will produce a component of the horizontal field due 
to the assumed direction on the horizontal antenna. This horizontal 
component is shown in Figure 43, Again, as in Figure 38, the horizontal 
component. of the field exhibits maximUII).s significantly larger than that 
obtained from the identical discharge if it were strictly vertical. In 
particular, the cases for z0 = 1, 3 and 5 Km have maximums at 30, 25, 
and 20 KHz, respectively. 
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CHAPTER VI· 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A computer program has been developed to compute the Fourier .trans- . 
form of the electric fieHLproduced. by various models of lightning dis-
charges, This program produces results in agreement with other models 
existing in.the literature when equal assumptions are made.on the pro-
cesses to be modeled. In addition, the computations of the present pro-: 
gram are. not limited to far field conditions, and the observation .point 
may.be located at any position desired either on or above the ground 
plane, A .mul tiplioi ty of discharges may be incorporated into the pro-
gram by·simply specifying the geometry desired, the.Fourier transform 
of the assumed current waveforms, and the manner in which these current 
waveforms are to progress through the.geometry. 
This program has been extended to calculate the time functions 
approximating the narrow-band, half-wave linear detected fields produced 
by the same discharge models the.first program is capable of implement-
ing, The results of this program are in agreement with the assumptions. 
made.for the detection system. However, if this program is to be uti-
lized for the comparison of comp~ted time waveforms with measured data, 
more realistic assumptions must be made for the band-pass filters in.., 
volved, 
The intent of this work was not to develop an elaborate model of .a 
lightning discharge for the purpose of determining ,more about the 
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mechanisms involved in the discharge process: Rather, the purpose was 
to develop a model which would be capable of yielding some information 
relating parameters in the electromagnetic radiation received from 
thunderstorms to possible parameters within the storm, 
With this in mind, the Bruce and Golde current model for a return 
stroke was chosen as a test signal and the Fourier transform of the re-
sulting field was calculated varying only the channel geometry and the 
point of observation .. 
Calculations were performed to indicate that the position of the 
maximum of the spectrum resulting from a cloud-to-ground discharge is 
related to the discharge length if all other considerations are constant, 
It was found that a vertical discharge to ground which produces a 
peak in the received spectrum at 5 KHz when.observed at 100 Km on the 
ground plane is capable of producing a peak at 10 KHz measured at the 
same .observation point if the discharge is elevated above the ground 
plane and tilted to a horizontal position. 
Discharges which produce no significant differences when measured 
in the far field were seen to be quite different when measured near the 
discharge, This is especially true of the horizontal discharges modeled. 
One of the major .conclusions drawn from the computations is that 
the predicted difference in the frequency content between cloud-to-
ground and intra cloud discharges is not entirely a function of the dif-
ferences in the processes. Rather the inclination of .the discharges 
and the angle from which they are observed significantly enter into the 
resulting spectr~. 
From these results it appears that the location of the peaks in 
the spectra is a significant parameter to consider in pattern 
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recognition, Realizing that the received field is not unique.to a par-
ticular discharge and that randomness is inherent in actual discharges 
indicates that the positions of the maximums alone are not sufficient, 
However, it is suggested that consideration of ,the peaks of the hori-
zontal and vertical data simultaneously will remove sqme uncertainties. 
Before definite conclusions can be drawn. from the calculated spec- .. 
tra, the actual attenuation must be investigated, Also to obtain well 
be}laved spectra for near field calculations, it is necessary that each 
dipole charge be nonzero.only over a finite time interval, The effect 
of this "duration" of charge should be investigated. 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF THE FIELD EQUATION~ · 
A. l Introduction.. Consi<;ler an oscillating electric dipole located 
at (0, O, h) in free space with c;lirection cosines (R., m, n) and its 
image located at.(O, 0, -h) with orientation (-R., -m, n). Assume the 
resulting HeJ:"tz v~cto+ may.be-approximated by (see Sections 2.1 anc;l·2.2}: 
..lo. 6L Qi Q2 ~ Ql Q ~ Ql Q2 ~ 2) II(x, y, z) = - { (- - -) R. a + c- - -m a + (-. + _;)n a } 4nE r r · x rl r2 y r 1 r 2 · z· 1 2 
~ ..Ji. ~ 
where a , a ' and a are unit vectors in the x, Y, and Z directions, x y z 
respectively; Q(t)6L is the magnitude .of the dipole moment; 
1 
2 2 2 2 
rl = {x + y + (z - h) } J. 
1 
{x2 2 + (z + h)2}2 r2 = +,y 
and 
r 2 r Q = ·Q(t - _:1 - Q exp {J'w(t - .l.·q 2 v J - 0 v ' 
The field components resulting from .this assumed Hertz vector are cal-;' 
cul~ted.at·the observat:ion point (x, y, z) in spherical coordinates. 
1 "., 
108 
i 
h 
Figure 2. Dipole, Image, and Observation Point 
A.2 Electric Int:ensity. The Hertz vector is converted to spheri-
cal coo~dinates by the equations 
1T (r, e, cf> ' t) sine cos cf> sine sincf> cose 1T (x, y, z, t) r x 
1T e Cr, e, cf> , t} = cose coscf> cose sincf> -sine 1T (x, y, z, t) y 
1Tcf>(r, e, cf> , t) -sincf> cos cf> 0 1T (x, y, z, t) z 
~ ..:II. ~ ~ .Ji. ~ ...::.. 
where 1T = 1T a + Tieae + 1T cf>acf> = 1T a + 1T a + 1T a This transformation r r x x y y z Z· 
results in 
llL Ql Q Ql Q2 1T = -{(-- 2) (Q, coscf> + .m sincf>) sine. + c-· + -)n cose} (A.2,1) r 41Te: r 1 r2 rl r2 
Q Q Ql Q2 
1Te = .2!!.· { ( ....!. - ..1.) ( Q, cos cf> + m sincp) cose - c- + -)n sine} (A.2.2) 41Te: r 1 r 2 rl r2 
where 
and, 
1 
r 1 = (r2 + h2 - 2 r h cosB)I 
1 
r = (r2 + h2 + 2 r h cosB)I 2 
The elec~ric intensity is given by· 
.lo. 
~ ~ 2..l.. E = V(V • TI) - µEW TI 
Consider the tel'Ql. V · TI given in spherical coordinates by 
1 a 1 a 
r sin8 ae (TI 8 sinS) + r sin8 ~ (TI <jl) 
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(A,2,3) 
(A.2.4) 
(A.2,5) 
2 a ( ) 1 a ( ) cos8 ( ) 1 . a ( ) 
= r Tir + aT Tir + rae TIS + r sinB TIS + r sin8 ~ TI<jl 
Using the relations 
a 
Q. 
cjw - ar. ar (2.) = Q. 1-} _1 r. 1 r.v 2 ar (A.2.6) 
1 1 r. 
1 
and 
a 
Q. 
cjw - ar. (2.) Q. 1 1 ae = 2} as-r. 1 r.v (A.2.7) 
1 1 r. 
1 
for i = 1,2 with 
ar1 r - h cosB 
-= 
ar rl 
(A. 2. 8) 
ar2 r + h cosB 
-= 
ar r2 
(A.2.9) 
the .above equation results in 
~ 
The expression for V(V · 1T) is 
r h sine 
rl 
r h sine 
r2 
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(A.2.10) 
(A. 2 .11} 
(A.2,12) 
..l. ..l. a ..l. ..l. 1 a ..l. ~ 1 a ~ 
"(" • 1T) = a - (" · 1T) + a (V , 1T) + ~ (V · 1T) 
v v r ar v e r as ... ~ r sine as 
(A.2.13) 
Noting that 
a jwQ. Q. 2 j3wQ. 3Q. ar. w Q. 
. 1 1 1 .· 1 
_1} 1 
- {-.-+ -}' = {"T2 - ar-· ar 2 3 3 4 
v.r. r. v r. v r. r. 
1 1 1 1 1 
a · jwQi Qi 2 j 3wQ. 3Q. ar. w Q. 1 1 
_1} 1 as {--2 + 3} = {"T2 - as-3 4 
v.r. r. v r. v r. r. 
1 1 1 1 1 
for i = 1,2, and using the expressions for ar./ar and ar./ae given,by 
1 1 
Equations A.2.8 through A.2,11, V(V · t) is obtained and added to -µew 2t 
in accorqlance with A.2.4 to obtain the electric intensity. The spher-
..l. ..l. ..l. ..l. 
ical compon~nts Er, Ee, and E~ of E = Erar + Eeae + E~a~ may be ex-
pressed in the following form: 
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Er= 4~~ {sine(R. cos<!>+ m sincj>)[-Q112 (2,3;-2,-3) + µe:w 2 Q112 (1;-l) 
2 
+ n cose[-Q112 (2,3;2,3) + µe:w Q112 (1;1)] 
+ Q1 (3,4,.5) (r .- h cose) [r n cose - h n + .r sine(R. coscj> + m sine!>)] 
+ Q2 (3 ,4 ,5}(r + h cose)[r n cose + h n - r sine (R, coscj> + m sincj>)]} , 
(A.2.14) 
Ee= 4~; {cose(R. coscj> + m sine!>) [-Q112 (2,3;-2,-3) + µe:w 2 Q112 (1;-l) 
2 
+ n sin8[Q112 (2,3;2,3) - µe:w Q112 (1;1)] 
- h sine[h n - r sine(R. cos•+ m sincj>)][Q1(3,4,5) + Q2(3,4,S)] 
+ h n r sine cose[Q1 (3~4,5) - Q2(3,4,5)]} 
(A.2.15) 
E = 1',L· {(R. sine!> - m cos<!>) [Q1 2(2,3;-2,-3) - µe:w 2 Q112 (1;-l)]} cj> 4rre: , 
(A.2,16) 
where, 
(A. 2 .17) 
Q. (3,4,5) 
i 
W 2 Qi. w Qi. Qi. 
= -(-) - + j3(-) -· + e -· 
v r~ v r~ r~ (A.2.18) 
i i i 
In addition to these calculations, the following has been performed 
as.a check on these results. A Hertz vector was.defined for the origi-
nal dipole in terms of a spherical coordinate system which had the di~ 
\ 
pole at its origin, and the field conditions were calculated, The same. 
was performed for the image dipole and its coordinate system. The two 
fi<:;llds .were superimposed and converted to the. coordinate system used in 
the first calculations, and the results were found to agree with those 
given above. 
The field components may be parti tione.d- according to the -form. 
E = (ERlX + ER2X) + j(ERlY + ER2Y) 
r 
Ee= (EelX + Ee2X) + j(EelY + Ee2Y) 
E¢ = (E¢1X + E¢2X) + j(E¢1Y + E¢2Y) 
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where the indices 1 and_2 indicate the contribution due to the dipole 
and the image, respectively; X and Y denote the real and imaginary 
parts. With the following subs ti tut ions the partitioned 
DRLM = ~ cos¢ + m sin¢ 
RMH = r - h cose 
RPH = r + h cose 
RNMH = r n cose - h n + DRLM r sine 
RNPH = r n cose +.h n - DRLM r sine 
components of the electric intensity may be written as: 
ERlX 
ERlY 
L'.1LQ1 2 
= -- {~ [sine DRLM + n cose] 4m;:: r 1 
+ ~ [-sine DRLM - n cose - (*) 2 
rl 
RMH RNMH] + ~ [3 RMH RNMH]} 
rl 
(A.2.20) 
(A,2.21) 
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fiLQ1 2 
E81X = ~4 · {~ [cose DRLM - n sine] 
'ITe: r 1 
+ ~ [-cose DRLM + n sine - (*) 2 h sine RNMH] + ~ (3 h sine RNMH]} 
rl rl 
(A.2.22) 
(A.2.23) 
(A.2.24) 
(A.2.25) 
fiLQ2 µe:w2 . 
ER2X = -- {-.-· [-srne DRLM + n cose] 4'ITe: r 2 
+ ~ [sine DRLM - n cose - (~) 2 RPH RNPH] + ~ (3 RPH RNPH]} 
r2 r2 
(A.2 .. 26) 
(A. 2. 27) 
fiLQ 2 2 µe:w Ee2x = - {- [ -cose DRLM - n sihe] 47re: r 2 
+ ~ [cose DRLM + n sine + (*) 2 h sine RNPH] + ~ [-3 h sine RNPH]} 
r2 r2 
(A.2,28) 
(A.2.29) 
l:ILQ2 2 1 E~2X = - { [µe:w - -] [t sin~ - m cos~]} 41Te: r 2 3 
r2 
(A.2.30) 
(A.2.31) 
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A.3 Transfonnation Equations. Equations A.2.20 through A.2.31 
express the electric intensity resulting from the assumed Hertz vector 
with reference to a particular spherical coordinate system. The origin. 
of th.is system is considered to be. on the ground plane directly beneath 
the dipole. Superposition of the approximated fields from various .di-
poles requires the components to be expressed.with reference to a·. 
common coordinate system. 
Consider the origin of the initial coordinat.e system located at 
the point (x0, y0, z0) = (xe' ye' O) in the reference system (X0, Y0, 
z0). · The observation point (x, y, z) is located at (x0, y0, z0) = (x + 
xe, y +ye' z). For this trans.lation of coordinate systems the trans-
..l. ~ ~ ~ 
formation of the vector A = Arar + A8a8 + Acpacp into the vector 
~ ..l. ~ ~ 
A = A a + A8 a8 + A~ a~ is given by ro ro 0 0 o/o o/o 
Ar0 = Ar{(sin8 cos¢) sin80 cos¢0 + (sin8 sin¢) sin8 0 sin¢0 
+ (cos8) co_se 0} + A8 {(cos~ cos¢) sin8 0 cos¢0 
+ (cos8 sincj>) sin8 0 sincp0 - (sin8) cose0} + Acp{-(sincp) sin80 sin¢0 
+ (cos¢) sine0 sincp 0} 
(A.3,1) 
A8 = Ar{(sin8 coscp) cose0 cos¢0 + (sine sincp) cose0 sincp0 
0 
and 
- (cos8) sine0} + A8{(cos8 cos¢) cose 0 cos¢ 0 
+ (cose sincp) cose0 sincp0 +. (sin8) sine0} + Acp{(-sincp) cose0 coscp 0 
+ (coscp) cose0 sincp0} 
(A.3.2) 
Acp = Ar{-(sine coscp) sincp0 + (sine sincp) coscp0 + A8{-(cos8 coscp) sincp0 
0 
+ (cose sincp) coscp0} + Acp{(sincp) sincp0 + (coscp) coscp0} (A.3,3) 
where 
sine 
sin~ = 
cos~ = 
ro 
cose = -- cos e r O 
r 1 
{ 1 - (_Q.) 2 2 }2 = r cos eo ' 
(r0 sine 0 sin~ 0 - ye) 
1 
2 2 2 2 (r - ro cos eo) 
(r0 sine0 cos~ 0 - xe) 
1 
2 2 2 2 (r - ro cos eo) 
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A.4 Magnetic Induct~on. The magnetic induction vector will not 
be used in this work. However, its calculation is simple with the par-
tials in Section A.2 avai~able and will be given for reference. 
where 
The magnetic induction vec~or is given by 
~ ...l. 
B = jwµe:.'ilxTI 
~ 
+ a~ 
(A.4,1) 
Utilizing the partials given by Equations A.2,6 through A.2.11, the 
..l. ..l. ..l. ..l. 
spherical components Br' Be, and B¢ of B = Brar + Beae + B¢a¢ are 
Br = ~~ (jwµ) h sine (t sin¢ - m cos¢) Q112 (2,3;2,3) (A.4.2) 
Be=~; (jwµ) (-t sin~ + m cos¢) [r Q112 (2,3;-2,-3) -h cose Q1 ,; 2 (2,3;2,3)] 
(A.4,3) 
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t.L . . B¢ = 47T (Jwµ){Q112 (2,3;2,3)[r n sine+ h(1 cos¢+ m sin¢)] 
- Q1 2(2,3;-2,-3) r cose (1 cos¢ + m sin¢)} , (A,4.4) 
A,5 Magnetic.Dipoles. As in the electric dipole calculations, 
the field due to a magnetic dipole· above the earth's surface may be cal-
culated by considering the actual dipole and its image radiating in 
fi;ee space, Thus, according to the principle of complementary solu-
tions, the field expressions for the magnetic dipoles may be obtained 
from those of the electric dipole by the relations 
(A.5,1) 
and. 
~ ~ 
B' = /ii'E. E (A.5.2) 
Th.ere is only one additional point to note, For an electric dipole 
with orientation (1., m , ne··), the image will have orientation (-1 , 
e e e 
-me, ne), but for a magnetic dipole with orientation (lin, mm, nm), its 
image, due to an assumed infinite conducting plane, will have orienta-
tion (1 .. , m , -n ) , Thus, in the above expressions replace 1 by -1, 
m m m 
m by -m, and n by -n when these are associated wHh the r 2 terms,· 
APPENDIX B 
4 G ( w) PROGRAM 
Two ver~ions of the program to compute the vertical and horizontal 
..)., 
components of G(w) are listed in this appendix. The first is the stand-
ard program (Table I). The cards between the comment card CALCULATION 
OF FOURIER COEF. FOR INPUT TIME FUNCTIONS and 50 CONTINUE·. are the cards 
required to compute.the Fourier transform of the return stroke current 
indici:tted by Equation 4.2.7. 
The second program (Table II) listed is essentially the same as 
the first. This version of the program was used to compute the averaged 
magnitude of the Fourier transform resulting from the combination 
stepped leader and return stroke discussed in Section 4.4 with twelve 
data sets. The modifications included are the following. The four 
cards following 17 CONTINUE and the . card 32 CONTINUE have been added to 
bypass the calculations involving the stepped leader velocity and thus 
let its progress be determined solely by.the random delays. Also the 
card TOR=D(l,6) has been added in.the calculation of the return stroke 
on time calculations so that the return stroke will begin when the 
stepped leader touches the ground as opposed to some fixed TOR specified 
by the input data. The car<ls between CALCULATION OF FOURIER COEF. FOR 
INPUT TIME FUNCTIONS and 50 CONTINUE have been modified to account for 
the addition of the leader.current. 
The matrix DD has been added to store the magnitudes of the Fourier 
transforms so that they will be available for .averaging after the 
twelve data sets have been considered. 
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TABLE I 
~ G(w) PROGRAM WITH RETURN STROKE 
llOGM2 JOB Cl0174,440-38-2220,008,50),•GUY MARNEV 1 ,MSGLEVELal,CLASS=A 
II EXEC FORTGCLG,REGION.GO=llOK 
llFORT.SVSIN DO* 
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DIMENSION oc1000,11,NSC30),0RL(30),DRM(30),DRN(30),DEL(30),XK(4,25 
161,DATAl2 12560l,Nlll,WORK(2,2561 
DO 999 III=l15 . 
READl51lOl)XO,VO,ZO,LOeNB 
101 FORMATl3El4.5elX,13elX,ll) 
LONB=LO+NB 
DO 201 131,LONB 
201 .REA0(5,102)NSlil,DRLllleDRMlil,ORNll),DELll) 
NN=O 
DO 1 I =1 eLO 
NN=NN+NSll) 
1 CONTINUE 
102 FORMATII3,4E14.5) 
READl5e1031XA,VA,ZA 
103 FORMATl3El4.51 
READl5,1041VS,GS,VL,GL,VR,GR 
104 FORMATl4E14.512El4.5) 
READ(5,1051TOS,TOL,TOR,IX 
105 FORMATl3E14.5,19) 
WRITE 16, 1071 
107 FORMATC5x,•xo•,12x,•vo• ,12x,•zo•,9x, 1 Lo•,1x, 1 NB•,4x,•xA•,12x,•vA•, 
112x,•zA•1 
WRITEl61108)XO,vo,zo,LO,NB,XA,VA,ZA 
108 FORMATl3E14.5,1X,I3,1X,Il,3El4.5) 
WRITEl611091 
109 FORMAT(5X, 1VS•,12x,•Gs•,12x,•vL 1 ,12x,•GL 1 112X, 1 VR 1 ,12x,•GR•) 
WRITE(6,llOIVS,GS,VL,GL,VR1GR 
110 FORMATl6El4.51 
WRITE (6,111) 
111 FORMAT(5X, 1 Tos•,12x,•TOL 1 ,12x, 1TOR•,12x,•1x•> 
WRITEC6,105)TOS,TOLeTOR,IX 
WRITEl611121 
112 FORMATIJNSIIl•,4x, 1 0RL(l)'18Xe'DRMCll 1 ,8X, 1 DRNlll 1 ,8X, 0 DELllJIJ 
115 FORMAT(3X,I3,4E14.51 
DO 204 l=l,LONB 
204 WRITEC6,ll51NS(ll,ORLII),DRMCll,DRN(l),DELIII 
WRITE16ell31 
113 FORMATllHl,6X,•G•,13x, 1 T•,9x,•J 11 
c 
C CALCULATION OF DIPOLE CENTERS 
c 
I=l 
DO 10 L=l,LONB 
NK=NSCLI 
DO LO M=l,NK 
IF CL.LE.LOI GO TO 2 
GO TO 6 
2 IF (M.EQ.11 GO TO 3 
GO TO 8 
3 IF CL.EQ.11 GO TO 4 
X=Oll-1,l>+CDELCL-ll*DRLCL-l)+DELIL)*DRLILl)l2.0 
Y=D ( 1-1, 2 )+ lDELl L-1) *ORM( L-1) +DEL( LI *ORM( Lt I 12,J) 
Z=DCI-1,3l+(OELCL-l)•ORNCL-ll+DELCL)*DRNILl)la,o 
GO TO 9 
4 X=XO+CDEL(ll*DRLl1)112.0 
V=VO+CDEL(l)*DRM(l))l2.0 
c 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Z=ZO+lDELllJ*DRNllJ)/2.0 
GO TO 9 
6 IF lM.EQol) GO TO 1 
GO TO 8 
1 X=DlNN,lJ+lDELILOJ*DRLILOJ+DEL(LJ*DRLlLJ)/2.0 
Y=DlNN,2J+(OELlLOJ*DRMlLO)+OEL(LJ*DRM(L)J/2.0 
Z=DlNN,3J+(DELlLOJ*DRNILOl+DEllLJ*DRN(LJJ/2.0 
GO TO 9 
8 X=D(t-1,ll+DEL(LJ*DRL(L) 
V=Dlt-l,2J+DELILJ*DRMIL) 
Z=Dll-l,3t+DELILl*DRNIL) 
9 CONTINUE 
Dll,U=X 
Dllt2J=Y 
DCl,3t=Z 
I= I +l 
10 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATION OF RlDIPOLEt AND RllMAGEI · 
c 
c 
ND=O 
DO 11 l=l,LONB 
ND-=ND+NS 11 J 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 12 1-=l,NO 
Dl1,4J=SQRTllDll,ll-XAl**2+(D(J,2)-YA)**2+lDCI,31-ZAt**21 
D(l,5J=SQRTl(D(J,lJ-XAl**2+(Dl1,Zl-YA)**Z+lD(J,31+ZAJ**21 
12 CONTINUE 
C STREAMER TON(Sl 
c 
c 
IF INB.EQ.OJ GO TO 17 
I S=l 
IF lGS.EQ.O.OI IS=2 
. l=NN+l 
LOl=LO+l 
DO 16 L=LOl,LONB 
NK=NSl U 
T=TOS 
DO 16 M=l,NK 
GO TO 113,141,JS 
13 VO=VS*EXPl-GS•lT-TOSll 
DT-=11.0/GSl*ALOG(VO/(VO-GS*DELILll) 
GO TO 15 
14 DT=DEL( U/VS 
15 T=T+DT 
DCl,6J=T 
I= l+l 
16 CONTINUE 
C STEPPED LEADER TONIS) 
c 
17 CONTINUE 
IF IVL.EQ.O.OI GO TO 22 
IL=l 
IF lGL.EQ.O.OI IL=2 
l=NN 
T=TOL 
DO 21 L=l ,LO 
120 
c 
LL=CLO+l)-L 
NK=NSCLU 
DO 21 M=l,NK 
GO TO C18,19),JL 
18 TAU=T-TOL 
TABLE I (CQntinued) 
VO=VL•EXPC-GL•TAU) 
DT=Cl.O/GLl*ALOGCVO/CVO-GL*DELCLLIJI 
GO TO 20 
19 DT=DELC LU /VL 
20 DCJ,6J=T+DT 
T=T+DT 
1=1-1 
21 CONTINUE 
NDSP=5 
DELA:O.O 
I=NN 
DO 30 KK=l, NN 
IJ=l /NDSP 
IJJ=C 1-U/NDSP 
DELAV=O.O 
IF CIJJ.LT.IJ) GO TO 28 
GO TO 29 
28 S=2.30000E-05 
AM=5.00000E-05 
CALL GAUSSCJX,S,AM,DELAY) 
IF CDELAV.LT.o.ot GO TO 28 
WRITEC6,888)DELAY 
888 FORMATCE14.5) 
29 CONTINUE 
DELA=DELA+DELAY 
DCJ,6J=DCJ,6)+0ELA 
I=I-1 
30 CONTINUE 
C RETURN STROKE TONCSI 
c 
c 
22 IF CVR.EQ.O.O) GO TO 27 
l=l 
T=TOR 
IR=l 
IF CGR.EQ.0.01 IR=2 
DO 26 L=ltLO 
NK=NS(L) 
DO 26 M=l,NK 
GO TO 123,24),IR 
23 VO=VR•EXPC-GR•CT-TOR)) 
DT=Cl.O/GRJ•ALOGCVO/CVO..,.GR•DELCL)JI 
GO TO 25 
24 DT=DELI L l /VR 
25 T=T+DT 
DC 1 t71=T 
l=l+l 
26 CONTINUE 
27 CONTINUE 
C SET FO=Cl0-.5JKH FOR J•l,C50-.5)KH FOR J•2,Cl00-.5)KH FOR J•3, 
C ll50-.5)KH FOR J=4,C200-.5JKH FOR J•5tC250-.5JKH FOR J=6. 
c 
DO 99 J=l,6 
121 
c 
TABLE I (~ontinued) 
GO TO (41,42,43,44,45,461,J 
41 F0=9.5E+03 
GO TO 47 
42 F0=4.95E+04 
GO TO 47 
43 F0=9.95E+04 
GO TO 47 
44 FO=l.495E+05 
GO TO 47 
45 FO=l.995E+05 
GO TO 47 
46 F0=-2.495E+05 
47 CONTINUE 
NF=256 
DELF=-1000.0/256.0 
DO 57 K=l,NF 
W=(2.0•3.l4159265358979323846l•(F0+(K-ll*DELFI 
122 . 
C CALCULATION OF FIELD COMPONENTS 
c 
V=2.998E+08 
Cl=(l.0)/((0.7958E+061*(0.1129E+l2)1 
C2=(4.0J•C3.l4l6J•IB.854E-12) 
FX=O.O 
FY=O.O 
GHX=O.O 
GHY=O.O 
GVX=O.O 
GVY=O.O 
I= l 
DO 50 L=l,LONB 
NK=NSCLI 
DO 50 H=l,NK 
R=SQRT((0(J,l)-XAl**2+1DlI,2J-YA)**2+lZA>**21 
COSTH=ZA/R 
SINTH=SQRTC1.0-CCOSTHl**2J 
COSPH=(XA-OCl,lll/CR*SINTHI 
SINPH=IYA-0(1,2)1/(R*SlNTHI 
DRLH=((DRLCL)l•COSPH)+((ORHCLll*SINPH) 
RHH=R-(Dll,31*COSTH) 
RPH=R+IOCJ,3)•COSTHJ 
RNMH=CR*DRN(L)*COSTH)-CDCJ,31*DRNCL)l+CR•SINTH•DRLHI 
RNPH=IR*DRNCLl*COSTHl+COCJ,31*DRNCLll-CR*SINTH•DRLHI 
A=DEL CL J/C2 
ERlX=A*ICCl•CW**21•CSINTH*DRLH+DRNCLl*COSTHJ/OCl,4)1+CC-SINTH*DRLM 
l-DRNCLl*COSTH-CCW/V1**21•RMH*RNMHl/CDClt4J**3)J+CC3.0*RHH*RNHHl/lD 
2fJ,4)**5)J) 
ETHlX=A•ccc1•cw••21•ccosTH•DRLH-DRNCL)•SINTHl/O(l,4))+(1-COSTH•DRL 
1M+DRN CU •SI NTH-CC W/VJ **2 >•DC I, 31 *SI NTH•RNMHI IC DC J ,4 I **3 J )+CC 3.0•DC 
2I,31*SINTH*RNMHl/(011,41**51JI 
EPH1X=A*(((-Cl•CW**21/D(J,4))+(1.0/(0(J,41**3JJ)•(DRLCLl*SINPH-DRH 
1CLl*COSPHIJ 
ERlY=A•CClW/VJ•C-SINTH*DRLM-ORNCLB*COSTHl/CDCl,4)**2))+((W/Vl*C3.0 
l*RMH•RNMHl/(011,41**41)) 
ETHlY=A*(((W/Vl•C-COSTH*DRLM+DRNCLl•SINTHl/CDClt4l**2)l+C(W/Vl*C3. 
10*DCI,31*SINTH*RNMH)/CDCl,4l**41t) 
EPHlY=A*ICW/Vl•CDRLCLl*SINPH-DRMCLl*COSPHl/CDCJ,41**2lJ 
ERZX=A•CCCl•CW**Zl•C-SINTH*DRLH+DRN(Ll*COSTHJ/DCI,5J)+((SINTH*ORLM 
1-DRNCLl*COSTH-(CW/Vl**Zl*RPH•RNPH)/CDCI,51**3))+((3.0*RPH*RNPHl/CO 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
2(1,51**5111 
ETH2X=A*llCl*IW**21*1~COSTH*DRLM-DRNILl*SINTHl/0(1,51J+(ICOSTH*DRL 
1M+DRNILl*SINTH+((W/Vl**21*0(1,31*SINTH*RNPHl/ID(l,51**3))+((-3.0*D 
21J,31*SINTH*RNPH)/(D(l,51**5)1) 
EPH2X=A*lllCl*lW**21/D(J,511-(1.0/ID(I,51**3lll*(DRLILl*SINPH-DRM( 
lLl*COSPHll 
ER2Y=A*lllW/Vl*lSINTH*DRLM-DRNILl*COSTHl/(Dl1151**21)+((W/V)*(3.0* 
lRPH*RNPHl/(D(J,51**4))) 
ETH2Y=A*(l(W/Vl*lCOSTH•DRLM+DRN(L)*SINTHl/IDIJ,51**2))+((W/Vl•l-3. 
10*DII,31•SINTH•RNPHl/IDII,5)**41)) 
EPH2V=A•llW/V)*l-DRLILl*SINPH+DRMILl*COSPH~/(Dllt5>**2)) 
THE COMMON COORDINATE SYSTEM 1xo,vo,za1 IS 
XO=XO 
VO=VO 
ZO=O.O 
RO=SQRT((XO-XAl**2+(YO-VA)**2+(ZA)**2) 
COSTHO=IZAl/IRO) 
SINTHO=SQRTl1.0-(COSTH0)**2> 
COSPHo~rxA-XOl/(RO•SlNTHOI 
SINPHO=IVA-YO)/IRO•SINTHOJ 
C TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS 
c 
c 
TRR=ISINTH*COSPHJ•SINTHO•COSPHO+ISINTH*SINPHJ*SINTHO*SINPHO+(COSTH 
ll*COSTHO 
TTR=ICOSTH*COSPH)*SINTHO*COSPHO+(COSTH•SINPH)*SINTHO•SINPHO-ISINTH 
l)•COSTHO 
TPR=-ISINPHJ*SINTHO*COSPHO+(COSPHJ*SINTHO*SINPHO 
TRT=ISINTH*COSPHl*COSTHO*COSPHO+ISINTH*SINPHl*COSTHO*SINPHO-ICOSTH 
ll*SINTHO 
TTT=ICOSTH•COSPH)*COSTHO*COSPHO+(COSTH*SINPHl*COSTHO*SINPHO+ISINTH 
ll*SINTHO 
TPT=-ISINPH>*COSTHO*COSPHO+ICOSPHl*COSTHO*SINPHO 
TRP=-ISINTH*COSPHl*SINPHO+(SINTH*SINPH>*COSPHO 
TTP=-(COSTH*COSPHl*SINPHO+(COSTH•SINPHl*COSPHO 
TPP=ISINPHl*SINPHO+(COSPHJ*COSPHO 
C TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS 
c 
c 
ERlXT=lERlXl*lTRR)+IETHlXl*(TTRl+IEPHlXl*(TPRI 
ETLXT=lERlXl•lTRTl+(ETHlXl*ITTTl+(EPHlXl*ITPT) 
EPlXT=IERlXl*ITRPJ+(ETHlXl*(TTPl+CEPHlX)*(TPPI 
ERlVT=lERlYl*(TRRl+IETHlY)*(TTRl+IEPHlVl*(TPRI 
ETlVT=IERlYl*ITRT)+(ETHlV)*(TTT)+IEPHlYl*(TPT) 
EPlVT=(ERlVl*ITRPl+(ETHlYl*CTTPl+(EPHlYl*ITPP) 
ER2XT=(ER2Xl*lTRR)+(ETH2X)*(TTRl+lEPH2Xl*lTPR) 
ET2XT=(ER2Xt*ITRT)+(ETH2Xl*(TTTl+(EPH2X)*ITPT) 
EP2XT=lER2XJ*lTRPt+IETH2X)*(TTPJ+(EPH2X)*ITPPJ 
ER2YT=(ER2Y)•ITRRl+(ETH2Vl*lTTRl+IEPH2VJ*ITPRJ 
ET2YT=(ER2Y)*ITRT)+CETH2Vl*ITTTl+IEPH2V)*(TPTI 
EP2YT=lER2Yl*lTRPl+IETH2Yt*lTTP)+(EPH2YJ*ITPP) 
C CALCULATION OF EH (REAL AND IHAG.I AND EV (REAL ANO IHAG.) 
c 
EHlX=EPlXT 
EHlY=EPlYT 
EH2X=EP2XT 
c 
TABLE I (Continued) 
EH2Y=EP2YT 
EVlX=(ERlXTl*CCOSTHOl-CETlXTl*(SINTHOI 
EVlYzCERlYTl*CCOSTHOl~CETlYTl*ISINTHOI 
EV2X=CER2XTl*ICOSTHO)-IET2XTJ*ISINTHOI 
EV2Y=CER2YTl*lCOSTHOJ-lET2YTl*CSINTHOJ 
C CALCULATION OF FOURIER COEF. FO INPUT TIME FUNCTIONS 
c 
IF IL.LE.LOI GO TO 48 
FX=O.O 
FV=O.O 
GO TO 49 
48 CONTINUE 
AL=2.00000E+04 
BE=2.00000E+05 
GA,..l.OOOOOE+03 
CUR0=3.00000E+04 
CURl=O.O 
fl:DI I, 71 
ATl=-AL*Tl 
BTl=-BE*Tl 
GTl=-GA*Tl 
WTl=W*Tl 
STl=SINCWTl) 
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CTl=COSlWTlJ 
CW=CCURO•lCl.O/BEl*EXPlBTll-(1.0/ALl*EXPlATlll/WJ-CURl*ll.O/GAJ*EX 
c 
c 
lP(GTll/W 
AW=(l.O/IAL**2+W**2J) 
'BW=Cl.O/CBE**2+W**211 
GW=Cl.O/CGA**2+W**2JI 
FAX=CURO*EX P (AH) *AW 
FBX=-CURO*EXP(BTll•BW 
FGX=CURl*EXPIGTll*GW 
FAV=-CW/ALJ*EXPCATll•AW•CURO 
FBV=CW/BEl*EXPIBTll*BW*CURO 
FGV=-CW/GAl*EXPIGTll*GW*CURl 
FABX=FAX+FBX+FGX 
FABV=-CW+FAY+FBV+FGY 
FX=FABX*CTl+FABV•STl 
FV=-FABX•STl+FABY*CTl 
49 CONTINUE 
FlX=FX*COSIW*DCt,41/Vl+FV*SINIW*DCl,41/V) 
F2X=FX•COSCW*DII,51/VJ+FV*SINIW*Dllt5l/VI 
FlV=-FX*SINIW*Dll,4J/Vl+FV*COS(W*Dllt4J/VI 
F2V=~FX*SINIW•D(l,51/VJ+FV*COS(W*Dllt51/VI 
GHX=GHX+CFlX*EHlX-FlV*EH1Y)+(F2X*EH2X-F2Y*EH2Y) 
GHV=GHV+(FlX*EHlY+FlY*EH1XltlF2X*EH2Y+F2Y*EH2Xl 
GVX=GVX+IFlX*EVlX-FlY*EV1Yl+IF2X*EV2X-F2Y•EV2YI 
GVYaGVV+(FlX*EVlY+FlV•EV1Xl+lF2X*EV2Y+F2Y*EV2Xl 
1=1+1 
50 CONTINUE 
C SET MAGNITUDE AND PHASE OF BAND-PAS~ FILTER 
c 
c 
Hl=l.O 
HlPH::zO.O 
C CALCULATION Of FILTER OUTPUT 
c 
c 
c 
HX=Hl*COSIHlPHt. 
HY=Hl*SINIHlPHI 
XHX:GHX*HX-GHY*HY 
XHY=GHX*HY+GHY*HX 
XVX=GVX*HX-GVY*HY 
XVY=GVX*HY+GVY*HX 
XK(l,Kl=XHX 
XKl21Kl=XHY 
XKl3,Kl-=XVX 
XK(4,Kl=XVY 
57 CONTINUE 
DO 58 L=l,256 
DATAll1Ll=XKll1LI 
DATAl21Ll~XKl21LI 
58 CONTINUE 
DO 59 1=25712560 
DATA( 1111=0.0 
DATAl2,ll=O.O 
59 CONTINUE 
Nl11=2560 
TABLE I (Continued) 
CALL FOURTJDATA1N1l1+l1+l,WORK1256) 
DO 60 1=11512 
T=ll-ll*l.00011 
EH=SQRTICOATAC1,11**2J+IDATAl21ll**21J 
EH=EH/(3.1416•.1281 
60 WRITEl612501EH,T,J 
250 FORMATl2El4.5 1131 
DO 61 L=l,256 
DATAll1Ll=XKl31LI 
DATAC2,L)=XK(4,L) 
61 CONTINUE 
DO 62 1=257,2560 
DATAll,1)=0.0 
DATAC2,IJ=O.O 
62 CONTINUE 
NI 11=2560 
CALL FOURTCDATA,N1l1+l1+l1WORK12561 
DO 63 I = 1 , 512 
T=( 1-l> *l .0001) 
EV=SQRT((DATACl1ll**21+CDATAl2r11**211 
EV=EV/C3.1416*.128) 
63 WRITEC6,2501EV,T,J 
99 CONTINUE 
999 CONTINUE 
CALL EX IT 
END 
SUBROUTINE GAUSSllX1S1AM1VI 
A=O.O 
DO 80 I =l, 12 
CALL RANOU(IX,IY1Y) 
IX=lY 
80 A=A+Y 
V=(A-6.0l*S+AM 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RANDUCIX,IY,YFLI 
125 
IY=I X*65539 
lf(IV)85,86,86 
85 IV=IV+2147483647+1 
86 VfLzJ V 
YfLzYFL*•4656613E-9 
RETURN 
ENO 
//GO. SYS IN DO * 
II 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
TABLE II 
~ G(w) PROGRAM WITH STEPPED LEADER, AND RETURN STROKE 
//OGMl JOB 110174,440-38-2220,010,10),'GUY MARNEY•,MSGLEVEL•l,CLASS=A 
II EXEC FORTGCLG,REGION.GO=BOK 
//FORT.SYSIN DD * 
DIMENSION Oll000,7),Nl301,DRLl301rDRMl30),DRNl301,DELl30) 
DO 999 111=1,12 
READl5,1011xo,vo,zo,Lo,NB 
101 FORMATl3El4.5,1x,13,1x,11> 
LONB=LO+NB 
DO 201 l=l,LONB 
201 READ15rl02)Nll),DRLll),DRMll),DRNll),OELlll 
NN=O 
DO l I= 1, LO 
NN=NN+NI I) 
1 CONTINUE 
102 FORMATll3,4El4.5) 
READ15rl03)XA,YA,ZA 
103 FORMATl3El4.5) 
REA0(5,104)VS,GS,VL,GL,VR,GR 
104 FORMATl4El4.5/2El4.5) 
READl5,1051TOS,TOL,TOR,IX 
105 FORMATl3El4.5,I91 
127 
107 
WRITEl6,107l 
FORMAr1sx, 1 xo 1 ,12x,•vo•,12x,•zo•,9x, 1 Lo 1 ,1x, 1 Ns•,4x 1 1 xA•,12x,•vA•, 
c 
c 
c 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
ll5 
204 
ll3 
ll4 
112x, 1 zA 1 1 
WRITEl6,1081XO,YO,ZO,LO,NB,XA,YA,ZA 
FORMATl3El4.5,1X,I3,1X,ll,3El4.51 
WRITEl6,109) 
FORMAT I 5X t I vs I '12 x' I GS• t l 2X I I VL' 'l 2X' I GL I' 12X' I VR I I 12 x, 'GR I ) 
WRITEl61llO)VS,GS,VL,GL,VR,GR 
FORMATl6El4.5) 
WR I TE 16, 111) 
FORMATl5X, 1 Tos•,12x, 1 TOL•,12x, 1 TOR 1 ,12x, 1 1x•) 
WRITEl6tl05)TOS1TOL,TOR,IX 
WRITE I 6, 1121 
FORMAT15X,•Nlll 1 t4X, 1 DRLl1) 1 ,8X, 1 DRMll)•,8Xr 1 DRNll) 1 ,8X, 1 DELll) 1 ) 
FORMATl3X,I3,4El4.5) 
DO 204 l=l,LONB 
WR IT E 16, 115 IN I I), DRU I ,- , ORM l I), ORN l I) , DELI I> 
WR IT EI 6, 113) 
FORMATllHl,5X, 1 GH 1,12X,'GHP 1 ,llX,•GV•,12x, 1 GVP'116X, 1 f 9 ) 
FORMATl5El4.51 
CALCULATION OF DIPOLE CENTERS 
I =l 
DO 10 L=l,LONB 
NK=N IL I 
DO 10 M=l,NK 
IF IL.LE.LOI GO TO 2 
GO TO 6 
2 IF IM.EQ.l) GO TO 3 
GO TO 8 
3 I F I l • E Q. 1 I GO TO 4 
X=Dll-ltll+IOELIL-l)*DRLIL-l)+DELILl*DRLILll/2.0 
Y=Dll-l121+1DELIL-ll*DRMIL-l)+OEL(Ll*DRH(L)l/2.0 
Z=DCl-l,3)+1DELIL-l)*DRNIL-l)+DELIL)*DRN(L))/2.0 
GO TO 9 
4 X=XO+lDELll)*DRLll))/2.0 
Y=YO+IDELlll*DRMll))/2.0 
c 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Z=ZO+(DELlll*DRNllJl/2.0 
GO TO 9 
6 IF IM.EQ.lJ GO TO 7 
GO TO 8 
7 X=D(NN,lJ+CDELCLOJ•DRLCLOJ+DELILl*DRLIL))/2.0 
Y=DCNN,2J+(OEL(LOl*DRM(LO)+DELIL)*DRMIL)J/2.0 
Z=DCNN,3J+IDELILOJ•DRNCLOJ+DELILJ*DRN(LJl/2.0 
GO TO 9 
8 X=O(l-1,ll+DELCLl*DRLILI 
Y=D(I-1,2J+DEL(LJ*ORM(L) 
Z=DCI-1,31+DELCLl*DRN(L) 
9 CONTINUE 
0(1,l)=X 
O(l,2)=Y 
OCl,3J=Z 
l=I+l 
10 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATION OF R(OIPOLEJ ANO RllMAGEI 
c 
c 
c 
ND=O . 
DO 11 I= 1 , L ONB 
ND=ND+NIIJ 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 12 I=l,ND 
DCI,4J=SQRTllOlltll-XA1**2+1DCI,21-YAl**2+(D(J,31-ZAt••2t 
OCI,5J=SQRTCIDCltll-XAl**2+(DII,21-YAJ**2+1D(l,31+ZAl**21 
12 CONTINUE 
C STREAMER TON(SJ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
IF CNB.EQ.01 GO TO 17 
IS=l 
IF (GS.EQ.0.0) 15=2 
l=NN+l 
LOl=LO+l 
DO 16 L=LOl,LONB 
NK=NIU 
T=TOS 
DO 16 M=l,NK 
GO TO I 13 , 14 t , IS 
13 VO=VS*EXPl-GS*CT-TOS)J 
DT=Cl.O/GSl*ALOGIVO/CVO-GS*DELIL))) 
GO TO 15 
14 DT=DELCU/VS 
15 T=T+DT 
Dll,6J=T 
I= I+l 
16 CONTINUE 
STEPPED LEADER 
17 CONTINUE 
IF CVL.EQ.0.0) 
IL•l 
IF IGL.EQ.0.0) 
l=NN 
T=TOL 
TONCS) 
GO TO 22 
IL=2 
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c 
DO 21 L=l,LO 
LL:(LO+l)-L 
NK==N(Ll I 
DO 21 M=l,NK 
GO TO 118,191,IL 
18 TAUaT-TOL 
TABLE ·II (Continued) 
VOzVL*EXPl-GL*TAU) 
DT=ll.O/Gl)*ALOGIVO/(VO-GL*DELlLLI)) 
GO TO 20 
19 DT=OEL(LU/VL 
20 D(l,6)=T+DT 
T=T+DT 
J:s[-1 
21 CONTINUE 
NDSP•5 
DELA=O.O 
I=NN 
DO 30 KK=l, NN 
IJ=l/NDSP 
IJJ=l 1-lt/NDSP 
OELAV=O.O 
IF llJJ.LT.IJI GO TO 28 
GO TO 29 
28 S=2.30000E-05 
AM=5.00000E-05 
CALL GAUSS(JX,S,AM,DELAY) 
IF (DELAV.LT.0.0) GO TO 28 
WRITE(6,8881DELAY 
888 FORMAT(El4.5) 
29 CONTINUE 
DELA=DELA+DELAY 
Dllt6l=D(J,6)+DELA 
1-=l-l 
30 CONTINUE 
C RETURN STROKE TON(S) 
c 
c 
22 IF IVR.EQ.O.OI GO TO 27 
I=l 
T=TOR 
IR=l 
IF IGR .• EQ.0.0) IR=2 
DO 26 L=ltLO 
NK=NIU 
DO 26 M=l,NK 
GO TO (23,24),JR 
23 VO=VR*EXPl-GR*lT-TOR)) 
DT=(l.O/GRl*ALOG(VO/lVO-GR*DEL(l))) 
GO TO 25 
24 DT=DEL(L)/VR 
25 T=T+DT 
D( l,71=T 
l=l+l 
26 CONTINUE 
27 CONTINUE 
C SET FREQUENCY FOR FIELD CALCULATIONS, W•ANGULAR FREQUENCY 
c 
DO 66 J=l,43 
129 
c 
TABLE II (Continued) 
IF CJ.GT.101 GO TO 70 
W=C6283.21*CJJ 
GO TO 72 
10 IF (J.GT.28) GO TO 71 
W=C6283.2J*C5•J-401 
GO TO 72 
71 W=C6283.2J*Cl0*J-180J 
72 CONTINUE ' 
F=W/C6.2832J 
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C CALCULATION OF FIELD COMPONENTS 
c 
V=2.998E+08 
Cl=Cl.Ol/CI0.7958E+06l•CO.ll29E+l2JI 
C2=14.0l*C3.14161*{8.854E-12l 
FX=O.O 
FV=O.O 
GHX=O.O 
GHV=O.O 
GVX=O.O 
GVV=O.O 
I=l 
DO 50 L=l,LONB 
NK=NIL) 
00 50 H=l,NK 
R=SQRTCID(l,11-XAl**2+(0(I,21-YA)**2+CZAl**21 
COSTH=ZA/R 
SINTH=SQRTl1.0-CCOSTHl**21 
COSPH=(XA-DCl,l))/{R*SINTH) 
SINPH=fYA-Dfl,2)1/IR*SINTH) 
DRLH=CCDRLCL)l*COSPH)+((ORHILll*SINPHI 
RHH=R-IDII,31*COSTHI 
RPH=R+fDIJ,3)*COSTHl 
RNMH=IR*DRNlLl*COSTH)-(0(1,3)*0RNILll+IR*SINTH*ORLHJ. 
RNPH=IR*DRNILl*COSTH)+(OCl,3)*0RNIL))-CR*SINTH*DRLHI 
A=DELILJ/C2 
ERlX=A*CCCl•IW**Zl•lSINTH*DRLH+ORNlLl*COSTH)/0(1,41)+(1-SINTH*DRLM 
l-ORNILl*COSTH-CIW/V)**21*RHH*RNMHJ/(0(1,41**3)J+((3.0*RHH*RNMH)/(D 
2(1,41**5)11 
ETHlX=A*CICl*IW**2)*1COSTH*ORLH-ORNCLl*SINTHJ/Dllt411+1C-COSTH*DRL 
lH+ORNIL)*SlNTH-CIW/VJ**21*DCl,3)*SINTH*RNHHl/CDCI,41**31)+1(3.0*D( 
2I,3J*SINTH*RNMHl/fDCl,41**51)) 
EPHlX=A*lll-Cl*fW**2)/01 l,4Jl+Cl.O/CDIIt41**31)1*CDRLCLl*SINPH-DRM 
llL)*CDSPHI) 
ERlV=A*ICIW/Vl*f-SINTH*DRLH-DRN(Ll*COSTHJ/(0(1,4)**2))+((W/Vl*l3.0 
l*RMH*RNMH)/(0(1,4)**4)1) 
ETHlV=A*lllW/V)*l-COSTH*DRLH+DRNCL)*SINTHJ/(D(le41**2))+((W/V)*l3e 
10*D(J,3)*SINTH*RNMH)/(0(1,4)**41)) 
EPHlV=A*(IW/VJ*IDRL(l)*SINPH-DRHILl*COSPH)/(011,4)**2)). 
ER2X=A*llCl•IW**21•f-SINTH*DRLH+DRNIL)*COSTHl/DII,5)1+CISINTH*DRLH 
l-DRNILJ*COSTH-llW/Vl**21*RPH*RNPHl/(0(1,51**31J+Cl3.0*RPH*RNPHJ/(0 
2(1,5)**5))) 
ETH2X=A*lfCl*CW**21•t-COSTH*ORLH-DRNILl*SINTHl/DCI,5))+1lCOSTH*DRL 
lH+DRNCLl*SINTH+CCW/Vl**21*0(1,31*SINTH*RNPHl/lDCI,51**3))+((-3.0*D 
211,31*SINTH*RNPHl/(0(I,51**5111 
EPH2X=A*lllCl*IW**21/0C I,5)1-ll.0/(0(1,51**3111*1DRL(Ll*SINPH-DRHC 
lLl*COSPHll 
ER2V=A*ll(W/Vl*ISINTH•DRLH-DRNILl*COSTHl/CDCl,51**211+((W/Vl*l3.0* 
lRPH*RNPHl/lOCI,51**4111 . 
c 
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TABLH II (Continued) 
ETH2Y•A*CCCW/Vl*CCOSTH*DRLM+DRNCLl*SINTHl/(DIJ,51**211+CCW/Vl•C-3. 
lO•DCI,31•SINTH•RNPHl/lDII 1 5)**4111 
EPH2Y•A*CCW/Vl•l-DRL(Ll*SINPH+DRM(LJ*COSPHl/CDCl,51**211 
c THE COMMON COORDINATE SYSTEM cxo,vo,zo1 IS 
c 
c 
XO•XO 
YO•YO 
ZO•O.O 
RO=SQRTICXO-XAl**2+CYO-YAl**2+CZAl**21 
COSTHO=CZAl/IROI 
SINTHO•SQRTl1.0-CCOSTHOl**21 
COSPHOz(XA-XOl/IRO•SINTHOI 
SINPHO•CYA-YOl/CRO•SINTHO) 
C TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS 
c 
c 
TRR=(SJNTH•COSPHl*SINTHO*COSPHO+CSINTH*SINPHl*SINTHO*SINPHO+CCDSTH 
ll*COSTHO . 
TTR=CCOSTH*COSPHl*SINTHO•COSPHO+ICOSTH*SINPHl*SINTHO*SINPHD-CSINTH 
l t*COSTHO 
TPR=-CSINPHl*SINTHO*COSPHO+(COSPHl*SINTHO•SINPHO 
TRT=CSINTH*COSPHl*COSTHO*COSPHO+CSINTH*SINPHl*COSTHO*SINPHO-ICOSTH 
ll*SINTHO . 
TTT=ICOSTH•COSPHl*COSTHO*COSPHO+CCOSTH*SINPHl*COSTHO*SINPHO+(SINTH 
U*SINTHO 
TPT=-CSINPHJ*COSTHO•COSPHO+ICOSPHl*COSTHO*SINPHO 
TRP•-CSINTH•COSPHl*SINPHO+ISINTH*SINPHl*COSPHO 
TTP=-CCOSTH*COSPHl*SINPHO+ICOSTH•SINPHl*COSPHO 
TPP3CSINPH)*SINPHO+CCOSPHl*COSPHO 
C TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS 
c 
c 
ERlXT=CERlX)*CTRRJ+CETHlXl*CTTRl+IEPHlXl*CTPR) 
ETlXT=CERlXl•CTRTl+CETHlXl*ITTTl+CEPHlXl*CTPTJ 
EPlXT=CERlXl*CTRPJ+IETHlXJ*ITTPJ+CEPHlX)*(TPPI 
ERlYT=CERlY)*ITRRl+CETHlYl*CTTRl+CEPHlYl*CTPRI 
ETlYT=IERlY)*ITRT)+CETHlYl*ITTTl+CEPHlYl*ITPT) 
EPlVT=IERlYl*(TRP)+CETHlYl*CTTPl+CEPHlVl*CTPPI 
ER2XT-=CER2Xl*CTRRl+CETH2Xl*CTTRl+CEPH2~1*1TPRI 
ET2XT=CER2Xl*CTRTJ+CETH2Xl*ITTTJ+CEPH2Xl*ITPTJ 
EP2XT=CER2Xl*CTRPJ+CETH2Xl*CTTPJ+CEPH2Xl*CTPP) 
ERZVT=IER2Yl*ITRRl+CETH2Yl*ITTRl+CEPH2YJ*(TPR) 
ETZVT=IER2Yl*CTRTl+CETH2Yl*CTTTl+CEPH2Yl*CTPTI 
EP2YT=CER2Yl*CTRPl+CETH2Yl*CTTP)+CEPH2Yl*(TPP) 
C CALCULATION OF EH CREAL AND IMAG.I ANO EV CREAL AND IMAG.) 
c 
c 
EHlX=EPlXT 
EHlY:aEPlYT 
EH2X=EP2XT 
EH2Y=EP2YT 
EVlX=CERlXTl*CCOSTHOJ-IETlXTl*ISINTHO) 
EVlY=CERlYTl*ICOSTHOl-IETlYTl*CSINTHOl 
EV2X:IER2XTl•CCOSTHOl-CfT2XTl*ISINTHOl 
EV2Y=IER2YTl*CCOSTHOJ-(ET2VTl*ISINTHO) 
C CALCULATION OF FOURIER COEF. FOR INPUT TIME FUNCTIONS 
c 
c 
TABLE II (Continued) 
IF ll.LE.LOI GO TO 48 
FX=O.O 
FY=O.O 
GO TO 49 
48 CONTINUE 
AL=2.00000E+04 
BE=2.00000E+05 
GA=l.OOOOOE+03 
CUR0=3.00000E+04 
CURl-=O.O 
Tl=DC I, 71 
ATl=-AL*Tl 
BTl=-BE*Tl 
GTl-=-GA*Tl 
WTl-=W*Tl 
STl=SI NI WTl I 
CTl=COS(WTll 
CW=lCURO*lll.O/BEl*EXPlBTlJ-Cl.O/All*EXP(ATlll/Wl-CURl*ll.O/GAl•EX 
lPlGTl>/W 
AW=ll.O/IAL**2+W**211 
BW=ll.O/IBE**2+W**211 
GW=ll.O/IGA**2+W**211 
FAX=CURO*EXPIATll*AW 
FBX=-CURO*EXPIBTll*BW 
FGX=CURl*EXPIGTll*GW 
FAY=-IW/All*EXPIATll*AW*CURO 
FBY=IW/BEl*EXPlBTll*BW*CURO 
FGY=-IW/GAl*F.XPIGTll*GW*CURl 
FABX=FAX+FBX+FGX 
FABY=-CW+FAV+FBV+FGY 
FX=FABX*CTl+FABV*STl 
FY=-FABX*STl+FABY*CTl 
49 CONTINUE 
FlX=FX*COSIW*DII,41/Vl+FV*SINlW*Dll,41/VI 
F2X=FX*COS(W*Dll,5l/Vl+FV*SINCW*D(l,51/VI 
FlY=-FX*SINIW*DIJ,41/VJ+FY•COS(W*D(l,41/VI 
f2V=-FX*SINIW*DII,5l/Vl+FY*COS(W*DCI,51/Vt 
GHX=GHX+!FlX*EHlX-FlY*EHlVJ+(F2X*EH2X-F2Y*EH2YI 
GHY=GHY+IFlX*EHlY+flV*EHlXl+CF2X•EH2V+F2Y*EH2Xl 
GVX=GVX+(FlX*EVlX-FlY*EVlYl+CF2X*EV2X-F2Y*EV2YI 
GVY-=GVV+IFlX*EVlV+FlY*EVlXl+lF2X*EV2Y+F2Y*EV2XJ 
I= I +l 
50 CONTINUE 
GH=SQRT(IGHX**2l+IGHV**2t) 
GV=SQRTICGVX**2l+IGVV**211 
IF (GHXI 52,51,52 
51 GHPH=l.570R 
GO TO 53 
52 GHPH=ATANIGHY/GHXI 
53 CONTINUE 
IF (GVXI 55,54,55 
54 GVPH=l.5708 
GO TO 56 
55 GVPH=ATANCGVY/GVXI 
56 CONTINUE 
C3=1B0.0/3.1416 
GHP=lC3l*lGHPHI 
GVP=IC3l*IGVPHI 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
66 WRITEf6,1141GH,GHP,GV,GVP,F 
999 CONTINUE 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE GAUSSflX,S,AM,V) 
A:O.O 
DO 80 I= 1, 12 
CALL RANDUfJX,IY,YJ 
IX=IY 
80 A=A+Y 
V= fA-6.0 l*S+AM 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RANDUIJX,JY,YFL) 
IY=IX*65539 
IFflYl85,86,86 
85 IY=IY+2147483647+1 
86 YFL=I Y 
VFL=YFL*.4656613E-9 
RETURN 
END 
//GO.SVSIN DD * 
II 
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APPENDIX C 
z(t) PROGRAM WITH RETURN STROKE 
The program used to calculate the narrow-band, half-wave linear 
detected field is listed in.Table III, The cards between the comment· 
card CALCULATION OF FOURIER COEF, FOR INPUT TIME FUNCTIONS and 
50 CONTINUE are the cards required to compute the Fourier transform of 
the return stroke current indicated by Equation 4,2,7, 
1 'Z A 
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TABLE III 
z(t) PROGRAM WITH RETURN STROKE 
llOGM3 JOB 110174,440-38-2220,020,10), 1GUY MARNEY 11MSGLEVEL=l1CLASSaA 
II EXEC FORTGCLG,REGION.G0=80K 
llFORT.SYSIN DD * 
c 
DIMENSION Dll000,7),Nl30),DRLl30),0RMl30l,ORNC301,DELl301,DDC43,21 
DO 600 KJ=l,43 
DDIKJ,l)=O.O 
OOIKJ,21=0.0 
600 CONTINUE 
DO 999 IIl=l,12 
READl5,10l)XO,YO,ZO,LO,NB 
101 FORMATl3El4.5,1X,I3,1X,Ill 
LONB=LO+NB 
DO 201 1-=l,LONB 
201 READ(5,1021Nll),DRL(Il1DRMllJ,ORN(I),OELCI) 
NN=O 
DD 1 I=l ,LO 
NN=NN+Nlll 
l CONTINUE 
102 FORMATll3,4E14.5) 
READl5,1031XA,YA,ZA 
103 FORMATl3El4.5) 
READl5,1041VS,GS,VL,GL,VR,GR 
104 FORMATl4El4.512El4.5) 
READl5,1051TOS,TOL,TOR,IX 
105 FORMAT(3El4.5,191 
WRITE(6,107) 
107 FORMAT(5X, 1xo 1,12x,•vo•,12x,•zo•,9x,•L0 1 ,1x, 1 NB•,4x, 1 xA•,12x,•vA•, 
112X, 1 ZA 1 ) 
WRITE(6,1081XO,YO,ZO,LO,NB,XA,YA,ZA 
108 FORMAT(3El4.5,1x,13,1x,11,3El4.5) 
WRITE(6,109I 
109 FORMAT(5X, 1vs•,12x, 1 GS 1 ,12x, 1 vL 1 ,12x, 1GL 1 ,12x, 1vR•,12x,•GR'I 
WRITEl6,1101VS,GS,VL,GL,VR,GR 
110 FORMATl6El4.5) 
WRITE I 6, 111) 
111 FORMAT15X, 1Tos•,12x,•roL•,12x,•TQR•,12x,•1x•) 
WRITEl6 11051TOS1TOL,TOR,IX 
WRITE(6, 1121 
112 FDRMATl5X,•N(I)•,4x, 1DRL(l) 1 ,8Xt 1DRMCll',8X, 1DRNCll 1,8X,•DELCll 1 t 
115 FORMAT(3X,13,4El4.5) 
DO 204 I=l,LONB 
204 WRITEl6,1151Nlll,DRL(I),ORMCll,DRNlll,OEL(ll 
WR I TE I 6, 113 I 
113 FORMAT(lHl.SX, 1 GH 1,l2X, 1GHP'tllX,•Gv•,12x,•GVP 1ol6X,•F•t 
114 FORMATl5El4.51 
C CALCULATION OF DIPOLE CENTERS 
c 
l=l 
DO 10 L=l,LONB 
NK=Nlll 
00 10 M=l,NK 
IF CL.LE.LO) GO TO 2 
GO TO 6 
2 IF CM.EQ.l) GO TO 3 
GO TO 8 
3 IF (L.EQ.l) GO TO 4 
X=Dll-l 1 l)+(DELIL-ll*DRLCL-ll+DELILl*DRLCLlll2.0 
Y=D(I-l,21+(0ELIL-l)*DRM(L-ll+DELCL>*ORMIL))l2.0 
c 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Z=D(I-l,3)+(DELlL-ll*DRN(L-ll+DELCLl*DRN(L))/2.0 
GO TO 9 
4 X=XO+(OEL(l)•ORL(l))/2.0 
Y=VO+lDELlll*DRM(l))/2.0 
Z=ZO+lDELlll*DRNllll/2.0 
GO TO 9 
6 IF IM.EQ.l) GO TO 1 
GO TO A 
1 X=DINN,ll+lDEL(LOl*DRLCLOl+DELILl*ORLIL))/2.0 
Y=DINN,21+CDELILOl*DRM(LOl+DEL(L)*DRM(Lll/2.0 
Z=DlNN,31+(DELCLOl*DRNlLOl+DELCLl*DRNCLll/2.0 
GO TO 9 
8 X=D(l-1,ll+DELCLl*DRL(L) 
Y=OlI-l,21+DELlll*ORMCLI 
Z=Dlt-l,31+DELlLl*DRN(LI 
9 CONTINUE 
D(l,ll=X 
D(I,21=Y 
Dll,31=Z 
I=l+l 
10 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATION OF RlDIPOLEI AND RllMAGEJ 
c 
c 
c 
NO=O 
DD 11 l=l ,LONB 
ND=ND+Nlll 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 12 l=l,ND 
DII,41=SQRTllDII,ll-XAl**2+(DII,2J-YAl**2+1Dll,31-ZAl**21 
Dll,51=SQRTllD(J,lJ-XAl**2+1DCI,21-YAl**2+1D(I,31+ZAl**2) 
12 CONTINUE 
C STREAMER TONISI 
c 
c 
IF (NB.EQ.0) GO TO 17 
IS'=l 
IF IGS.EQ.O.OJ IS=2 
l=NN+l 
LOl=LO+l 
DO 16 L=LOl,LONB 
NK=Nl LI 
T=TOS 
DO 16 M=l,NK 
GO TO ( 13, 14 I , I S 
13 VO=VS*EXPl-GS*IT-TOSJ> 
DT=ll.O/GSl*ALOGIVO/(VO-GS*DEL(L))) 
GO TO 15 
14 DT=DELCLl/VS 
15 T=T+DT 
Dll,61=T 
I= I +l 
16 CONTINUE 
C STEPPED LEADER TONISI 
c 
17 CONTINUE 
DO 31 I=l,NN 
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c 
011,61=0.0 
31 CONTINUE 
GO TO 32 
TABLE III (Continued) 
IF IVL.EQ.O.OJ GO TO 22 
IL=l 
IF IGL.EQ.0.01 IL=2 
I=NN 
T=TOL 
00 21 L=l,LO 
LL= I LO+l 1-L 
NK=NI LLJ 
DO 21 M=l ,NK 
GO TO 118,191,IL 
18 TAU=T-TOL 
VO=VL*EXPl-GL*TAUI 
OT=ll.O/GLl*ALOGIVO/IVO-GL*DELCLLltl 
GO TO 20 
19 DT=DELILLl/VL 
20 DI I ,61 :o:T+OT 
T=T+OT 
I= 1-1 
21 CONTINUE 
32 CONTINUE 
NOSP=5 
OELA=O.O 
l=NN 
DO 30 KK=l, NN 
IJ=l/NDSP 
IJJ=C 1-U/NDSP 
OELAV=O.O 
IF llJJ.LT.IJI GO TO 28 
GO TO 29 
28 S=2.30000E-05 
AM=5.00000E-05 
CALL GAUSSllX,S,AM,OELAV) 
IF IOELAV.LT.0.0) GO TO 28 
WRITEl6,888IOELAY 
888 FORMATIE14.5) 
29 CONTINUE 
DELA=DELA+OELAV 
0( 1,61=0( I,6)+0ELA 
l=l-1 
30 CONTINUE 
C RETURN STROKE TON(S3 
c 
22 IF IVR.EQ.O.Ol GO TO 27 
I=l 
TOR=D(l,61 
T=TOR 
IR=l 
IF IGR.EQ.0.01 lR=2 
DO 26 l=l,LO 
NK=NI LJ 
00 26 M=l,NK 
GO TO (23,24),IR 
23 VO:VR*EXPl-GR*IT-TORll 
OT=ll.O/GRl*ALOGIVO/CVO-GR*DELCL311 
GO TO 25 
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c 
24 OT=DEL l LI /VR 
25 T=T+OT 
Oll,7J=T 
l=l+l 
26 CONTINUE 
27 CONTINUE 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
C SET FREQUENCY FOR FIELD CALCULATIONS, WaANGULAR FREQUENCY 
c 
c 
00 66 J=l,43 
IF (J.GT.10) GO TO 70 
W=l6283.2)*(J) 
GO TO 72 
70 IF (J.GT.28) GO TO 71 
W=l6283.2>*l5*J-40) 
GO TO 72 
71 W=(6283.2)*110*J-1801 
72 CONTINUE 
F=W/I 6. 2832) 
C CALCULATION OF FIELD COMPONENTS 
c 
V=2.998E+08 
Cl=ll.Ol/ll0.7958E+06>*10.ll29E+l2>> 
C2=14.0>*l3.1416l*l8.854E-12l 
FX=O.O 
FY=O.O 
GHX=O.O 
GHY=O.O 
GVX=O.O 
GVY=O.O 
[; l 
DO 50 L=l,LONB 
NK=NIL) 
DO 50 M>=l r NK 
R=SQRTllDIIrll-XAl**2+lOllr2>-YAl**2+1ZA)**2> 
COSTH=ZA/R 
SINTH=SQRTll.O-lCOSTH)**2) 
COSPH=IXA-DIJ,l)l/IR*SINTH) 
SIN PH= { YA-0( I, 2) I/( R*S INTH) 
ORLM=llDRL(L))*COSPH)+(IDRMIL))*SINPHI 
RMH=R-101l,31*COSTH) 
RPH=R+IOIJ,3)*COSTHI 
RNMH=IR*DRNIL)*COSTH)-(0(1,3)*DRNIL))+(R*SINTH*DRLM) 
RNPH=lR*DRNIL>*COSTH>+IDlJ,3)*0RN(L))-lR*SINTH*DRLM> 
A=DELI LI /CZ 
ERlX=A*llCl*IW**2l*lSINTH*DRLM+DRN(L)*COSTH)/0(1,4))+ll-SINTH*DRLM 
l-DRNlll*COSTH-llW/V)**2>*RMH*RNMHl/IOllt4>**3))+(13.0*RMH*RNMH)/IO 
2([,4)**511> 
ETHlX=A*llCl*IW**21*lCOSTH*DRLM-ORN(L)*SINTH)/Dll,4))+((-COSTH*DRL 
1M+DRNIL>*SINTH-llW/Vl**2>*DII,3>*SINTH*RNMH)/IOll,4)**3))+CC3.0*DC 
2J,31*SINTH*RNMH)/(0(J,4)**511) 
EPHlX=A*lll-Cl*IW**21/0(J,4)1+(1.0/IOCJ,4)**3)11•lDRLILl*SINPH-DRM 
lll>*COSPHll 
ERlY=A*lllW/Vl*l-SINTH*DRLM-ORN(L)*COSTHl/IDCl,41**211+1lW/V)*(3.0 
l*RMH*RNMH)/10(1,41**4)11 
ETHlY=A*lllW/V)*(-COSTH*DRLM+DRNlL)*SINTH)/(O(J,4)**2))+ClW/Vl*(3. 
10*Dllr3l*SINTH*RNMH)/(0ll14l**4)11 
EPHlY=A*l(W/V)*IDRLILl*SINPH-DRM(Ll*CDSPHl/(0(1,4)**2)) 
c 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
ER2X=A*llCl*IW**21*1-SINTH*DRLM+ORNCLl*COSTHJ/DCI,5JJ+CCSINTH*DRLM 
1-DRNILl•COSTH-l(W/Vl**21*RPH*RNPHl/CDII,5J**311+((3.0*RPH*RNPHl/CD 
2(1,5)**51>1 . 
ETH2X=A•llCl*CW••21•1-cosTH•DRLM-DRNCLl*SINTHl/O(l,5J)+((COSTH•DRL 
1M+DRNILl*SINTH+llW/Vl**21*DCJ,3J*SINTH*RNPHJ/(0(I,51**3ll+CC-3.0*D 
2([,31*SINTH*RNPHl/IDll,51**5111 . 
EPH2X=A* C I IC 1*CW**2110 C I, 51 I- I l. O/C 0 CI, 5 J ** 31 I I* C DRLC LJ *SI NPH-DRMC 
lU*COSPHI I 
ER2V=A*lllW/Vl*CSINTH*ORLM-ORNCLl*COSTHl/CDII,5J**21t+CCW/VJ*C3.0* 
lRPH*RNPHJ/IDCI,51**4111 
ETH2V=A*ll(W/Vl*(COSTH•DRLM+DRN(LJ*SINTHl/IDCJ,51**2Jt+llW/Vl*C-3. 
10*DII,31*SINTH•RNPHl/IDII,51**4JJJ 
EPH2V=A*llW/Vl*(-DRLILl*SINPH+DRMILJ*COSPH)/(O(I,5J**21J 
c THE COMMON COORDINATE SYSTEM cxo,vo,zo1 IS 
c 
c 
XO=XO 
YO=VO 
ZO=O.O 
RO=SQRT(CXO-XAl**2+CVO-VAJ**2+1ZAl**21 
COSTHO=CZAl/CROI 
SINTHO=SQRTC1.0-(COSTHOl**21 
COSPHO=(XA-XOl/(RO•SINTHOI 
SINPHO=(VA-VOl/(RO*SINTHOI 
C TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS 
c 
c 
TRR=CSINTH*COSPHl*SINTHO*COSPHO+CSINTH*SINPHJ•SINTHO*SINPHO+ICOSTH 
lJ•COSTHO 
TTR=CCOSTH*COSPHl*SINTHO*COSPHO+ICOSTH*SINPHJ*SINTHO•SINPHO-ISINTH 
ll*COSTHO 
TPR-=-CSINPHl*SINTHO*COSPHO+ICOSPHl*SINTHO*SINPHO 
TRT=CSINTH*COSPHl*COSTHO•COSPHO+ISINTH*SINPHl*COSTHO*SINPHO-ICOSTH 
ll•SINTHO 
TTT=CCOSTH*COSPHl*COSTHO•COSPHO+CCOSTH*SINPHl*COSTHO*SINPHO+ISINTH 
l l*S INTHO 
TPT=-ISINPHl*COSTHO*COSPHO+ICOSPHl*COSTHO•SINPHO 
TRP=-CSINTH*COSPHl*SINPHO+CSINTH*SINPHl*COSPHO 
TTP=-CCOSTH•COSPHl*SINPHO+ICOSTH*SINPHl*COSPHO 
TPP=CSINPHl*SINPHO+ICOSPHl*COSPHO 
C TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS 
c 
c 
ERlXT=CERlXl*ITRRl+IETHlXl*CTTRl+IEPHlXl*CTPRI 
ETlXT=CERlXl•CTRTl+CETHlXl*ITTTl+CEPHlXl*CTPTI 
EPlXT=IERlXJ*CTRPl+CETHlXl•CTTPl+CEPHlXl*ITPPI 
ERlVT=IERlVl*CTRRl+IETHlVl*ITTRl+IEPHlVl*ITPRI 
ETlYT=CERlVl*CTRTJ+IETHlYl*CTTTl+CEPHlVl*ITPTI 
EPlYT=IERlVl*ITRPl+CETHlYl*CTTPl+CEPHlYl*ITPP) 
ER2XT=CER2Xl*ITRRl+CETH2Xl*CTTRl+IEPH2Xl*CTPRJ 
ET2XT=IER2Xl*ITRTl+IETH2Xl•ITTTl+CEPH2Xl*ITPTI 
EP2XT=(ER2Xl*(TRPl+IETH2Xl*(TTP)+(EPH2Xl*ITPPI 
ER2VT=IER2Vl*ITRRl+CETH2Vl•ITTRl+CEPH2Yl*(TPRI 
ET2YT=IER2Vl*ITRTl+IETH2Yl*CTTTl+IEPH2Yl*ITPTI 
EP2YT=IER2YJ*ITRPl+IETH2Vl*ITTPJ+(EPH2YJ*ITPPI 
C CALCULATION OF EH !REAL ANO IMAG.J AND EV CREAL AND IHAG.) 
c 
EHlXzEPlXT 
c 
TABLE III (Continued) 
EHlY-=EPlYT 
EH2X=EP2XT 
EH2Y=EP2YT 
EVlX=IERlXTl*ICOSTHO)-IETlXTl*ISlNTHO) 
EVlV=IERlVTl*fCOSTHO)-IETlYTJ•fSlNTHO) 
EV2X=fER2XTl*ICOSTHOJ-IET2XTJ•ISlNTHOJ 
EV2V=(ER2VTl*fCOSTHOl-IET2YT)*ISINTHOJ 
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C CALCULATION OF FOURIER COEF. FOR INPUT TIME FUNCTIONS 
c 
IF CL.LE.LOI GO TO 48 
FX=O.O 
FV=O.O 
GO TO 49 
48 CONTINUE 
IJ=II+INDSP-1))/NDSP 
IJJ=ll+CNDSP-2)1/NDSP 
AL-=2.00000E+04 
BE=2.00000E+05 
CUR0=2.00000E+03 
AW=l.O/IAL**2+W**2) 
BW=l.0/(BE**2+W**2) 
Fl=CURO*fBW-AWJ 
F2=CURO*fBE*BW-AL*AW)/W 
UX=O.O 
UY=O.O 
IF llJJ.LT.IJ) GO TO 92 
GO TO 93 
92 CONTINUE 
NWD=IJ*NDSP 
IF INWD.GT.NNI NWD=NN 
WD=W*D(NW0,6) 
SWD=SINIWD) 
CWD=COSIWDJ 
UX=Fl*CWD+F2*SWD 
UV=F2*CWD-Fl*SWD 
93 CONTINUE 
FX=FX+UX 
FV=FY+UV 
49 CONTINUE 
AL=2.00000E+04 
BE=2.00000E+05 
GA=l.OOOOOE+03 
CUR0=3.00000E+04 
CURl =O.O 
Tl-=D(I,71 
ATl=AL*CDCl,7)-Tl) 
BTlxBE*fDll17)-Tl) 
GTl=GA*fDlt17J-Tll 
WT l=W*Tl 
STl=SINCWTl I 
CTt=COS(WTll 
CW=ICURO*lll.O/BEJ*EXPIBTll-ll.O/AL)*EXPIATlt)/W)-CURl*ll.O/GAJ•EX 
lPIGTll/W . 
AW=ll.O/IAL**2+W**2)) 
BW=(l.O/(BE**2+W**2JJ 
GW=fl.O/IGA**2+W**21) 
FAX=CURO*EXPIATll*AW 
FBX=-CURO•EXPIBTl)*BW 
c 
TABLE .III (Continued.) 
FGX=CURl*EXPIGTlJ•GW 
FAV=-IW/ALl*EXPIATlJ•AW*CURO 
FBY=IW/BEl•EXPIBTll*BW*CURO 
FGY=-IW/GAl*EXPIGTll*GW*CURl 
FABX=FAX+FBX+FGX 
FABV=-CW+FAY+FBY+FGY 
VX=FABX•CTl+FABV•STl 
VY=-FABX*STl+FABY•CTl 
ZX=FX+VX 
ZY=FY+VV 
FlX=ZX*COSfW*Dll,4)/Vl+ZY*SINIW*Dll,41/VI 
F2X=ZX*COSCW•DII,5J/Vl+ZV*SINCW•DCl,51/VI 
FlV=-ZX*SINCW*Dll,41/Vl+ZY*COSlW*DCl,41/VJ 
F2Y=-ZX*SINIW•Dll,51/VJ+ZY*COSIW*Dfl,51/VJ 
GHX=GHX+IFlX*EHlX-FlY*EHlYl+fF2X*EH2X-F2Y*EH2YJ 
GHV=GHY+(FlX*EHlV+FlY*EHlXJ+CF2X*EH2Y+F2V*EH2XJ 
GVX=GVX+IFlX*EVlX-FlY*EVlYJ+CF2X*EV2X-F2Y•EV2YJ 
GVY=GVV+IFlX*EVlY+FlV•EVlXl+CF2X•EV2V+F2V*EV2XI 
I= I +l 
50 CONTINUE 
GH=SQRTCIGHX**21+fGHV**21J 
GV=SQRTllGVX**2t+(GVY**2JJ 
IF IGHXI 52,51,52 
51 GHPH= l. 5708 
GO TO 53 
52 GHPH=ATANIGHV/GHXI 
53 CONTINUE 
IF IGVXI 55,54,55 
54 GVPH=l.5708 
GO TO 56 
55 GVPH=ATANIGVY/GVXJ 
56 CONTINUE 
C3= 180 .013 .1416 
GHP=fC3l*IGHPHJ 
GVP=IC3J•lGVPHI 
DOIJ,ll=DD(J,lJ+lGV/12.0J 
DDfJ,21=DD(J,21+(F/12.QI 
66 WRITEf6,1141GH,GHP,GV,GVP,F 
999 CONTINUE 
00 601 KJ=l,43 
WRITEl6,6021DOIKJ,1J,ODCKJ,2J 
602 FORMATl2El4.5J 
601 CONTINUE 
CALL EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE GAUSSCIX,S,AM,VJ 
A=O.O 
DO BO I=l,12 
CALL RANOUllX,IV,YJ 
IX=IY 
BO A=A+V 
V= I A-6.01 •S+AM 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RANOUCIX,IV,YFLJ 
IV= IX*65539 
IFIIVIBS,86,86 
85 IV=IY+2147483647+1 
141 
86 YFL:I Y 
YFL=YFL*.4656613E-9 
RETURN 
END 
//GO.SYSIN OD * 
II 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
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